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Welcome to the Growth 2000 2020 report – in a year that 
shopping in the UK has changed at breakneck speed. Changes in 
the way that shoppers – kept at home through Covid-19 lockdowns 
and and facing social distancing measures in store – are able to 
buy have made a tangible – and measurable – difference to their 
buying habits.

One effect has been the enormous boost for ecommerce – and 
the demand for home delivery. 

But for those retailers with stores, shops have still kept their 
important role as a place to touch and feel before buying, while 
customers at local shops can get hold of products quickly. 

This Growth 2000 comes as retailers of all sizes adapt to new 
and often challenging ways of selling – ones that may well be 
exacerbated come January 1 2020, whether the UK has ended the 
Brexit transition period in possession of a deal or not.

This report is designed as a useful tool both for those that have 
sold online confidently for some time, and for those that are just 
now improving – or even starting from scratch – the way use digital 
to sell. In it we publish the list of 2,000 companies that follow our 
previously-published RXUK Top500 2020. These are business 
that are not (yet) at the size of the largest retailers and brands, but 
they play an important role in the UK economy and, despite the 
challenges of navigating lockdown, they are taking a highly agile 
and resilient approach to selling online and across channels.

In this report, our focus is on growth and the four drivers of growth: 
more traffic, the shift to mobile shopping, easy and convenient 
delivery and engaging – and paying – via social media. We 
illustrate our metrics with case studies that show how different UK 
retailers are putting them into practice. Throughout we use RetailX 
graphics to illustrate our findings. Those graphics are available to 
reuse under licence and we encourage you to do so. 

We look forward to your feedback.  

Ian Jindal, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
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PARTNER PERSPECTIVE

Join RetailX today and access 
exclusive research and webinars 

RetailX offers the retail professional in-depth analysis of ecommerce 
markets by country, region and sector.

Since July 2019 the research arm of Ecommerce Foundation joined 
RetailX and has been publishing their reports on RetailX.net. Alongside 
our comprehensive research, join our exclusive webinars that offer up-
to-the-minute updates on the performance of ecommerce markets and 
sectors. Retailers can access this information for free by registering using 
their work email address.

Country Level Market Analysis
RetailX Country and Regional Reports provide an overview of the state of 
ecommerce in more than 20 countries and regions across the world. These 
reports offer an authoritative, comprehensive and accessible view of the 
economic breakdown and ecommerce trends in each territory.  

Sector Insight Reports
Combining in-depth company performance research with analysis of 
sector dynamics, our Sector Reports enable retailers to gain a better 
understanding of the current state of key industry segments.  

Exclusive Webinars
Join leading figures in world ecommerce, senior retailers and our team of 
researchers as we discuss how ecommerce is performing at a country and 
sector level and what to look out for in the future.

Join today at RetailX.net

Access to all of our research is free for top retailers
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After a year of almost unimaginable 
challenge, retail plans for 2021 
will look a lot different to the norm. 
From small independent stores to 
multinational networks, the pace 
and scale of change in 2020 
has been staggering. Retailers 
have weathered lockdown, social 
distancing and regionally disparate 
trading conditions that are never 
fixed for long, combined with 

unprecedented demand for online shopping: a 129% week 
on week surge across all age groups in the UK, estimated to 
equate to between two and five years of digital innovation 
happening in just two months. No one could have predicted this 
maelstrom, but everyone is now in the battle to manage its long 
term consequences – with the impact of Brexit and a recession 
entering the field.  
 
Alongside these headlines however there’s another story 
to tell – and it’s all about customers. We already know that 
customer experience drives over two-thirds of loyalty, more than 
price and product combined (Gartner 2019). But Covid has 
markedly changed people’s long term shopping habits and their 
expectations of the companies they shop with. The extra empathy 
and emotional bonds that brands forged with shoppers during 
the pandemic are now expected. The old trends of customer 
retention and loyalty no longer apply, with nearly a quarter of 
consumers shopping with a retailer they hadn’t used before and a 
similar percentage no longer shopping with a previous favourite 
(RetailX Coronavirus Consumer Confidence Tracker April 2020).  
 
What this means for retailers, whatever their structure or size, is 
that connecting with customers and keeping them close has to be 
a business-wide priority. At Critizr we call it Customer Obsession: 
a business culture where every member of staff makes customers 
and the customer experience their number one priority: not just 
the people with a job that has ‘customer’ in the title.  
 
Back in the day, raising your CX game meant sparkling service 
on the shop floor. Today the customer journey is so much more 
complex and omni-channel, flitting seamlessly across social, 
mobile, e-shop, google and in-store. The pandemic has driven 
more customer conversations online, and demand for instant 
information and personal interactions with brands is soaring. Add 
in the ever growing array of channels, the volume of feedback 

and the speed at which it all happens, engaging modern-day 
customers can seem an overwhelming task.  
 
One Critizr mantra that everyone should hold in mind is this: 
people like a human customer experience when shopping. It 
may not be face to face in a physical store, but people crave 
the human touch. They want to know that their voices are being 
heard, their problems are being solved, that they are valued – all 
with people that can trust and talk to. Experience is everything. 
And increasingly, so is community and a local context, with a 
recent survey showing 40% of people shop more locally than 
before (Deloitte Digital, June 2020).  
 
The secret is to make sure you don’t lose sight of your customers 
amidst the many priorities your business will have in 2021. Build 
‘Customer Obsession’ across your network and focus on the 
strategies that will close the gap between customers and staff, 
to facilitate those powerful, personal connections people want 
when they shop. Use technology to listen to customers, engage 
them online and take fast action on their behalf. Whatever your 
business goals are in 2021 - whether that’s more traffic to your 
site, an improved e-reputation, higher customer satisfaction 
scores or increased loyalty and revenue – there’s no-one better 
than your customers to keep you on the right track. 

Critizr is Europe’s leading Customer Engagement Platform. 
Founded in 2012, thousands of retail professionals working in over 
80 of Europe’s biggest companies now use Critizr on a daily basis, 
driving customer obsession across the whole business. It’s used to 
transform the way they listen to, understand and converse with 
their customers, empowering their staff to take action and deliver 
a great customer experience every day. 

www.critizr.com

Raakesh Savji Parmar, senior sales director at Critizr, says that retailers must 
keep their focus on what shoppers want

Let your customers  
lead the way in 2021 
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The 2020 UK Growth 2000 (G2K) research contained in this report 
was conducted during July and August: quiet, summer months that 
are usually reserved for planning for peak and enjoying the sunshine. 

Not so this year. 2020 has been, to understate it, an unusual year, 
with retailers of all sizes facing unprecedented challenges and shifts 
in customer shopping habits that have changed within days, as 
opposed to the slow super-tanker turns of old.

According to app usage figures[1] from App Annie, ecommerce 
gathered explosive pace in the first half of 2020, taking just six 
months to achieve growth that in more usual times would have taken 
between four and six years.

Initially, when full lockdown went into effect, pureplay retailers 
were benefitting from higher levels of online sales. However, with 
multichannel retailers now having entered the fray, many of the latter 
appear to have seen greater benefits.

For many G2K retailers in the UK, competition online has become 
fiercer than ever. Sales may be up across the whole online retail 
sector but in each vertical, it is a furious scrabble for customers.

Post lockdown, clothing retailers, for example, have managed to 
re-open their brick and mortar stores, allowing shoppers to allow 
them to touch and feel goods, even though they still can’t try them 
on.  This access to stores has driven up online sales as more shoppers 
switch to a multichannel shopping experience.

On the other hand, the initial drive for online sales is something that 
many G2K pureplays are able to capitalise on. It will drive growth 
but only if they can rise to the challenges that retail currently faces. 

STRONG HEADWINDS
Two things have dominated retail in recent times. For the past four 
years, Brexit has been top of the agenda for most organisations, 
since the impact of what may or may not happen makes it hard for 
any retailer to plan for the future. The Covid-19 pandemic has since 
overtaken Brexit and added its own rolling uncertainty to the mix.

Together, these two have provided a very strong headwind 
against which retailers have had to push. They have affected 
growth planning and have forced small and medium-sized retailers 
to be very agile in both their strategic and tactical approaches to 
growth, often setting plans in motion that then have to be rethought 
as circumstances change time and again.

Such constant upheaval has left retailers in turbulent times, with 
Covid-19 producing a long, slow online peak across the summer 
and autumn, leading to a very different looking peak season. This 
was kicked off by a Prime Day that was some three months later than 
its usual midsummer positioning, its repositioning warning retailers 
that they need to be ready for potentially very different trading 

conditions come January 1, when the Brexit transition period comes 
to an end.

With Brexit still (at the time of writing) very much up in the air as to 
whether there will be an EU-UK trade deal in place, and coronavirus 
looking set for a winter resurgence, customers’ continuing reliance 
on ecommerce in the short term seems guaranteed. The viability of 
longer term growth strategies, however, is harder to predict.

IIMPACT ON THE GROWTH 2000
The effect of coronavirus has been to force shoppers to rethink how 
they shop – and with whom they do so. According to McKinsey[2], 
rather than sticking to familiar patterns and brands, consumer loyalty 
has weakened across all sectors. 

It finds that, in the UK, US, Germany and France, 40% of consumers 
said they tried new brands or made purchases with a new retailer 
between March and June 2020. Loyalty was particularly vulnerable 
in the US, where 46% of consumers made a switch, followed by 
44% of their UK counterparts.

This has ushered in a ‘long peak’ and is forcing G2K retailers to 
look at new ways to win in such a competitive arena. Many have 
simply started peak trading early, with some retailers implementing 
Christmas selling strategies in October[3]. 

However, it has also shifted competition away from simply price 
to encompass a raft of new competitive pressures. These new facets 
of competition revolve around being more easily found, offering  
the best delivery speeds and prices, being mobile and embracing 
social media.

Discovery is becoming a key tool in the competitive retail 
landscape, especially for smaller retailers and brands who find 
that competition from Amazon and other well known Top500 retail 
brands is now even more vigorous. With the pandemic pushing 
many shoppers online for the very first time, familiar brand names 
are often shoppers’ first port of call. Overcoming this relies heavily on 
using marketing channels to get different names out there.

This is where efforts in mobile and social come together. Shoppers 
are increasingly picking up their phones for entertainment, interaction 
and retail therapy and it’s during these moments that retailers can first 
target them.

HOW ARE THE RETAILERS SHAPING UP?
The G2K research finds a rise in those retailers that have an iOS 
mobile app, up from 6% to 10% of the 1,352 retailers measured 
in both 2019 and 2020. With data from App Annie showing that 
mobile commerce is up 30% across the first half of 2020 compared 
to the previous year, it’s clear how important m-commerce is.  

Paul Skeldon considers how the turbulent events and social upheavals  
of 2020 have affected ecommerce and multichannel shopping

GROWTH IN  
CHALLENGING TIMES

CONTEXT
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CONTEXT

In parallel, Visa finds that almost a fifth (17%) of UK consumers 
are now using social apps to shop, with one in ten (11%) making a 
purchase this way since lockdown began in March[4]. This is backed 
up by RetailX research, which shows that G2K retailers have grown 
their use of social media by 2% year on year, with Facebook now 
used by 94% of them and Twitter by 87.5%.

Together, mobile and social are becoming pivotal to smaller 
retailers’ attempts to be found easily and sell more. This is only likely 
to increase in the run-up to Christmas, with many more niche retailers 
being able to leverage the need for inspiration in order to target 
new shoppers.

The other area where retailers can attempt to forge growth across 
this period lies in delivery. Half of shoppers surveyed by SMP said 
they expect free delivery as standard this peak season, with 46% 
actively avoiding purchases from stores that charge for delivery[5].

As a result, our data shows that across the G2K companies, 45% 
now offer next-day delivery. This rate is up from 40% last year, with 
many offering free delivery on orders above the £50 mark.

CONCLUSION
These currently challenging times show no sign of ending. Yet at 
the same time, there is growth to be had for those retailers and 
brands that have the agility to adapt to consumer shopping habits. 
Competition is fierce and will continue to remain so. Using social 
media and mobile as a means of being found by shoppers is 

perhaps more crucial now than it has ever been. With many more 
new ecommerce shoppers now ready to buy online , the only thing 
that can level the playing field is for retailers to reach shoppers on 
social media, before they even look for you. 

When customers do find what they are looking for, free and fast 
delivery is now a given. Your product may well tick all the other 
boxes – uniqueness, perfection, price, next day delivery – but if 
delivery isn’t free, you will lose the sale.

Many of the 2020 UK Growth 2000 retailers are aware of this. 
This report outlines how they are approaching being found, the use 
of mobile and social and the all-important delivery. 

REFERENCES
[1] https://internetretailing.net/mobile-theme/m-commerce-
grows-by-30-in-lockdown-moving-three-to-four-years-in-a-few-
months-21872
[2] https://mckinsey.com/reinventing-retail
[3] https://internetretailing.net/peak/online-growth-continues-
prompting-retailers-to-manage-peak-demand-by-bringing-
christmas-offers-forward-22149
[4] https://internetretailing.net/mobile-theme/a-fifth-of-uk-
consumers-using-social-to-shop-driven-by-convenience-and-
boredom-22130
[5] https://internetretailing.net/peak/half-of-shoppers-expect-
free-home-delivery-from-everyone-this-prime-day-22102
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Home working in the Covid-19 pandemic is linked to higher levels of online sales
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THE RETAILX UK GROWTH 2000

TOP 50

A.S. ADVENTURE

ACNE STUDIOS

ALZA

AMARA

AUDIOVISUAL ONLINE

AVEDA

B&H PHOTO VIDEO

BAUKJEN

BLUE TOMATO

BOL.COM

BOULANGER

BUYTSHIRTSONLINE

C.GARS

CASADELLIBRO.COM

DARTY

DIRECT SOCCER

DISCOUNT SUPPLEMENTS

EMP

EMPIK.COM

FIGLEAVES.COM

FREEMANS.COM

GOLFGARB

HARRY CORRY

HARVEY NORMAN

HUNKEMÖLLER

I SAW IT FIRST

ILGUFO

IMPERICON

KATE'S CLOTHING

KIPLING

LA REDOUTE

LIFESTYLESPORTS

LIGHTINTHEBOX

LOOKAGAIN.CO.UK

MOLTON BROWN

MONSTERSUPPLEMENTS.COM

MORELE.NET

MR. WONDERFUL

NATIVE SKATESTORE

NEAL'S YARD REMEDIES

ROCK + RUN

RUBBERSOLE

RUTLAND CYCLING

SKINNYDIP

TIMBERLAND

TREDZ

TWEEKS CYCLES

WAYFAIR

THE WHISKY EXCHANGE

THE WINE SOCIETY 

TOP 150

ADOLFO DOMINGUEZ

ALLSOLE

ATKINSONS BULLION

ATOM RETRO

ATTITUDE CLOTHING CO.

BAKER ROSS

BIKE-COMPONENTS

BOROUGH KITCHEN

BOTTEGA VENETA

BRASTOP

BROOK TAVERNER

BÜCHER.DE

BUGGYBABY

BURTON (US)

CANTERBURY

CHI CHI

CHLOÉ

CHRONO24

COACH

CONNOX WOHNDESIGN

CREME DE VAPE

CROCUS

CURVISSA

DEALEXTREME

DJKIT.COM

THE DRESSING ROOM

DRESSLILY

DSQUARED2

DW SPORTS

ELECTRICAL DEALS

ESCENTUAL

FAITH IN NATURE

FASHION WORLD

FAWKES CYCLES

FEEL GOOD CONTACTS

FERRARI.COM

FLIGHT STORE

FURNITURE123

GEEKSTORE

GOLFBASE

GOLFONLINE

GRATTAN

These are the UK retailers and brands that follow the RetailX UK Top500, in alphabetical order within performance clusters. Clusters are based partly on Footprint – 
retailers’ size and significance by revenue, web traffic and stores – and mostly on performance in the four dimensions of Find, Delivery, Mobile and Social

GREAT OUTDOORS

GYMSHARK

HAMILTON GAS PRODUCTS

HARRISON CAMERAS

HAWKIN'S BAZAAR

HOLISTICSHOP.CO.UK

HONOR

HONOUR

HUSHPUPPIES

THE HUT

IHERB

IZABEL LONDON

THE JAPANESE SHOP

JOKERS' MASQUERADE

JULES B

KALEIDOSCOPE

KNYGOS.LT

LIQUID

MAISONS DU MONDE

MANTEL

MEILLEURDUCHEF.COM

MILITARY 1ST

MINDFACTORY.DE

MINIINTHEBOX.COM

MISSPAP

NITROTEK

NORDSTROM

NOTEBOOKSBILLIGER

ORLEBAR BROWN

PARFUMDREAMS

PARKERS OF BOLTON

PINK BOUTIQUE

POLITEIA

RAJAPACK

REVOLUTION BEAUTY

ROKIT

ROSE GAL

RUNNERS NEED

SAMSONITE

SCARLETT&JO

SEXTOYS.CO.UK

SIMPLY SWIM

STRINGS DIRECT

TITUS

TOMTOP

TRADE COUNTER DIRECT

TYRE LEADER

ÜBER KIDS

ULTRALIGHT OUTDOOR GEAR

VALENTINO

VERO MODA

VERTBAUDET

VICTORINOX

WINSTANLEYS PRAMWORLD

WOOK

YUMI

ZAZZLE

ZEE & CO

TOP 500

365GAMES.CO.UK

4OURHOUSE

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH

ADDNATURE

ALDISS

ALL JIGSAW PUZZLES

ALLBEAUTY

ALPKIT

AMBROSE WILSON

ANDREW JAMES

ANGLIA TOOL CENTRE

ANN'S COTTAGE

APPLIANCE CITY

ARC'TERYX

ARCADE WORLD UK

ARMANI EXCHANGE

AVERY

AWD-IT

AZARIUS

BABYLISS

BAGS OF LOVE

BANANAFINGERS

BANG & OLUFSEN

BARGAIN MAX

BARNEYS NEW YORK

BASE FASHION

BATH & UNWIND

THE BEAD SHOP

BEAUTY BASE

BEE INSPIRED

BERGHAUS

BIKE-DISCOUNT

BIKESTER

BILLABONG

BIRCHBOX

BLOOM

BLOOMING ARTIFICIAL

BLOOMINGDALE'S

BLUE NILE

BLUE VANILLA

BLUEBELLA

BOKUS

BONDARA

BOOKDEPOSITORY.COM

BRABANTIA

BRILLIANT BIKES

BROOKS BROTHERS

BROWN BAG CLOTHING

BUY BRAND TOOLS

BUYSPARES

BVB FANSHOP

CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC

THE CAMBRIDGE SATCHEL 
COMPANY

CAMPBELL MILLER TOOLS

CAMPER

CARE CO

CARRIER BAG SHOP

CARTIER

CHARACTER.COM

CHARTERHOUSE AQUATICS

CHILDSPLAY CLOTHING

CHO

CHRISTOPHER WARD

CLAUDIE PIERLOT

CLEARANCE365

CLICK BASIN

CLIFTON CAMERAS

CONRAN SHOPS

COOLBLADES

COUNTRY ATTIRE

CRAMPTON AND MOORE

CROMBIE

CULT FURNITURE

DANCOVER

DECITRE

DERMALOGICA

DIAMONDS FACTORY

DOCKERS

DOLPHIN FITNESS

DRINK STUFF

THEDRINKSHOP.COM

DRINKSUPERMARKET

DRONESDIRECT

DUKE OF UKE

DUNNES STORES

DYSON

E-OUTDOOR

EASTEX

EDINBURGH BICYCLE CO-
OPERATIVE

EKOSPORT

EOBUWIE.PL

ERIC DRESS

ETSY

ETYRES

EVOLUTION ORGANICS

EYE BUY DIRECT

FABLED

FANATICS.COM

FEEDEM

FENWICK

FETCH

FILSON

FIND ME A GIFT

FIRE PROTECTION ONLINE

FIREBOX

FIRST 4 MAGNETS

FIRST CLASS WATCHES

FIRSTAID4SPORT

FIXXOO

FOCUSRITE

FORTNUM & MASON

FRED ALDOUS

FREE PEOPLE

FURLA

GARDENTRADING

GEEKBUYING

GETGEARED

GETTHELABEL.COM

GHD HAIR

GIANT BICYCLES

GIFT AND GADGET

GIVENCHY

GNC

GOBLIN GAMING

GOODNESS DIRECT

GRAFF-CITY

GRAHAM & GREEN

GTECH

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES

HARGROVES CYCLES

THE HARRY POTTER SHOP AT 
PLATFORM 9 3/4

HARTS OF STUR

HAVAIANAS

HELLY HANSEN

HELMET CITY

HHV

HIGH & MIGHTY

HOME, BEAUTY & GIFT SHOP

HOMEDICS

HOWE TOOLS

HQHAIR.COM

HUGH RICE

HURST

HUSH

HYPERDRUG.CO.UK

IGERO

IKRUSH

IN THE STYLE

INDIGO HERBS

IWOOT

JACKSON SPORTS

JAPAN CENTRE

JARROLD

JE JAMES CYCLES

JIGSAW PUZZLES DIRECT

JJ'S HOUSE

JO MALONE

JOHN ANTHONY

JOHN SMEDLEY

JOLLYES

JURA WATCHES

JUST BB GUNS

JUST KAMPERS

JUST KEEPERS

KARL LAGERFELD

KATE SPADE

THE KIDS DIVISION

KITBAG.COM

THE KOOPLES

KYTARY

LAVAZZA

LD MOUNTAIN CENTRE

LEADER DOORS

LEISURE LAKES BIKES

LENSTORE

LIBERTY LONDON

Andy Hyslop

Andy Hyslop

Andy Hyslop

Andy Hyslop

Andy Hyslop
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THE RETAILX UK GROWTH 2000

LIFE&LOOKS

LILLYWHITES

LINDY

LINZI

LIZ EARLE

LOEWE

LUISAVIAROMA

LULULEMON

LULUS

MAGIC MADHOUSE

MARC DARCY

MASTER OF MALT

MAXICOFFEE

MEDICANIMAL

MEGA FANCY DRESS

MERRELL

MICRODREAM

MIKE'S DIVE STORE

MILANOO

MILITARIA.PL

MIST

MISTER AUTO

MITRE

MIU MIU

MOBILE STORE

MOBRO'S

MONCLER

MOTEL

MR MEMORY

MUSIC MATTER

MUSIC ROOM

MY VITAMINS

MYBAG

NAKED WINES

NAPAPIJRI

NATURAL BABY SHOWER

NATURE'S BEST

NEIMAN MARCUS

NET CURTAINS DIRECT

NFL SHOP

NOMADS CLOTHING

NORTHERN PARROTS

ODYLIQUE

OKA

OLIVER SPENCER

OPEN AIR

ORIFLAME

OUTDOORGB

OUTDOORWORLDDIRECT

OVERSTOCK

PARK CAMERAS

PATROL BASE

PEDAL ON

PEDAL REVOLUTION

PEN HEAVEN

PERFUME CLICK

PET PLANET

PET-SUPERMARKET

PETIT BATEAU

PHARMACY2U

PICSTOP

THE PIHUT

PIMORONI

PINK CLOVE

PLASTIC BOXSHOP

POLO-SHIRTS

POND PLANET

POWERTOOL WORLD

PRECIS

PRENDAS CICLISMO

PREZZYBOX

PUREWELL

PURLFROST

QD STORES

QUICK MOBILE FIX

REFRESH CARTRIDGES

REPERTOIRE

REPRESENT CLO

REPTILE CENTRE

RESERVED

RIBBLE

RIXO

ROBOT SHOP

ROCO

ROOFING SUPERSTORE

ROSE

RUGVISTA

RUTLANDS

SAA

SAFETYLIFTINGEAR.COM

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

SANDRO

SCORPION SHOES

SCOTTS OF STOW

SDS LONDON

SÉRAPHINE

SHOETIQUE

SHOPFITTING WAREHOUSE

SIMPLY HIKE

SIMPLY SCUBA

SKAGEN

SMYTHSON

SOAP & GLORY

SOCIETY6

SOLOPRESS

SOPHIE ALLPORT

SOUS CHEF

SPEEDO

SPORTSMAN GUN CENTRE

SPORTSSHOES.COM

SPYCAMERACCTV

STANFORDS

STAPLES

START-RITE SHOES

STELLA MCCARTNEY

STRENGHT SHOP UK

STRESSNOMORE

SUNGLASSES SHOP

SUUNTO

SWELL UK

T.H. BAKER

T2

TATTY DEVINE

TAUNTON LEISURE

TEESPRING

THOMPSON & MORGAN

TICKETMASTER

TILES DIRECT

TIMEX CORPORATION

TISO

TOBI

TOKYO LAUNDRY

TOPVINTAGE

TRADING DEPOT

TREKKINN

TROPHY STORE

TROUVA

TUMI

TYPO

UBERKINKY

UK ELETRICAL SUPPLIES

UK JUICERS

UK SOCCER SHOP

UNDERU

URBAN INDUSTRY

UTERQÜE

UTTINGS

VAMPIRE VAPE

VAPEMATE

VARUSTELEKA

VEEPEE

VETUK

VICTORIAPLUM.COM

VIOVET

VISIONDIRECT.CO.UK

VITABIOTICS

WATCH SHOP

WATERSPORTS WAREHOUSE

WAYLAND GAMES

WEBBS GARDEN CENTRES

WEIRDFISH

WETSUIT CENTRE

WHYBUYNEW

WICKED UNCLE

WITT WEIDEN

WOODBRASS

WOODHOUSE CLOTHING

WORDERY

WORLD OF CAMPING

WRAP LONDON

YOURSPARES

ZATU

ZAVVI

ZOOPLUS

TOP 1000

3DEXPORT

7DAYSHOP

ABBOTT LYON

ABEBOOKS

ABIHAIL AHERN

ABSOLUTE-SNOW.CO.UK

AFTERSHOCK

ALBAM

ALEX MONROE

ALIBRIS

ALLIANCE ONLINE

ALPINE

ALTERNATIVEFLOORING

AMERICAN EAGLE

AMERICAN SWEETS

ANGLING ACTIVE

ANGLING DIRECT

ANIMAL

ANYA HINDMARCH

AQUALISA

ARGENTO

ARROW

ARTFINDER

ASK DIRECT

ASSOS

ASTLEY CLARKE

AUDIO AFFAIR

AVERYS WINE MERCHANTS

BA&SH

BABI PUR

BANDCAMP

BANG+STRIKE

BAPE

BEAUTY EXPERT

BEER52

BELKIN

BELLA BARISTA

BEN SHERMAN

BENCH

BESTSELLER

BETTER BATHROOMS

BIKEINN

BILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB

BLEACH LONDON

BLOOM & WILD

BLUE BANANA

BODYBUILDING

BONANZA

BOOKTOPIA

BOTICCA.COM

BOURNEMOUTH BABY CENTRE

BOX.CO.UK

BRAKEBURN

BRANDALLEY

BREW UK

BRICKLINK

BRILLIANT EARTH

BROMPTON BICYCLE

BRORA

BROTHER2BROTHER

BVLGARI

CAMPING WORLD

CANADA GOOSE

CANYON

CASEKING.DE

CASPER

CASTLEGATE LIGHTS

CAT

CCL COMPUTERS

THE CHAMPAGNE COMPANY

CHAMPION

CHANEL

CHAPELDOWN

CHARLOTTE TILBURY

CHEMIST 4 U

CHEMIST DIRECT

CHIC ME

CHILLBLAST

CHINESE MOTORCYCLE PARTS 
ONLINE

CHRISTIES DIRECT

CHRISTYS'

CIATÉ LONDON

CITIZEN

CLARKE & CLARKE

CLEARANCE KING

CLIFFORD JAMES

CLOTHES2ORDER

CLOVE

COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR

COMPLETE AQUATICS

COWSHED

CRAFTER'S COMPANION

CRUCIAL

CULT PENS

CURVY KATE

CYBERPOWER

DALES CYCLES

DARTINGTON CRYSTAL

DAS KEYBOARD (METADOT)

DAYLESFORD

DC SHOES

DECKS

DEFSHOP

DEPOP

DERBY HOUSE

DESIGNER DESIRABLES

DIADORA

DICKIES

DIGITAL SAVE

DIGITALPRINTING.CO.UK

DIMPLEX

DIRECT GOLF

DISNEY

DISPLATE

DJ DEALS

DK

DROP

DYLON

E LIQUID FLAVOUR CONCENTRATES

EASTPAK

EFUNTOP

THE ELECTRICAL SHOWROOM

ELEMIS

EMMA BRIDGEWATER

EPIC GAMES

ESCAPADE

ESPA

ESPARES

EUROFFICE

EVAQ8

EVERLANE

EXANTE DIET

EXECUTIVE SHAVING

FALSEEYELASHES.CO.UK

FANATICAL

FANCY DRESS BALL

FANCYDRESS.COM

FASHION EYEWEAR

FASHION NOVA

FASTTECH

FC MOTO

FENN WRIGHT MANSON

FESTOOL POWER TOOLS

FEVER LONDON

FILA

FILLING PIECES

FINE ART AMERICA

A FINE PAIR OF SHOES

FINISH LINE

FIORELLI

FLRYDAY

FONTS.COM

FOREO

FRESH

FRESH EGO KID

FRUGI

FUNKO

FUTBOLEMOTION

GARDENSITE

GEMPORIA

GETTINGPERSONAL.CO.UK

Andy Hyslop

Andy Hyslop
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GHOST LONDON

GILLETTE

GIRL MEETS DRESS

GLAMOROUS

GLOVERALL

GO SMOKE FREE

GODMINSTER

GOODWIN SMITH

GOOSE & GANDER

GREAT LITTLE TRADING COMPANY

GREAT PLAINS

GREEN MAN GAMING

GREENFINGERS

GROWELL

GUNFIRE

GUNSTAR

H-KING

HDEW CAMERAS

HEALTH MONTHLY

HEIDI KLEIN

HERMAN MILLER

HISENSE CORPORATION

HOBGOBLIN MUSIC

HOKA

HOME AV DIRECT

HOOPERS

HORNBY

HOT TOPIC

HOUSE OF BATH

HOUSE OF HACKNEY

HUDABEAUTY

HUDSON SHOES

HUMANSCALE

HUMAX

HUNTER

ICANDY

ICONIC WATCHES

ILLAMASQUA

ILLY

INSTANTGAMING

INTERNET-INK.COM

IRFU

JACK WOLFSKIN

JACKSONARTS

JAEGER-LECOULTRE

JANAN

JIMMYJAZZ

JOIE BABY

JOMA JEWELLERY

JON RICHARD

JUICYCOUTURE

JUST FABRICS

JUST PAINTBALL

JUSTFAB

KANO

KARNDEAN

KARRIMOR

KENABLE

KÉRASTASE

KEW GARDENS SHOP

KICKERS

KIDDIES KINGDOM

KILLSTAR

KILNER

KINGCOLE

KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY CO.

KINGUIN

KITRI

KNIFE WAREHOUSE

KNOMO

LABIRINT

LANCÔME

LAND WARRIOR AIRSOFT

LAPTOP OUTLET

LAURA MERCIER

LELABO

LELO

LESSTHAN10POUNDS

LEXMARK

THE LIGHTBULB COMPANY

LILY'S KITCHEN

LIME CRIME

LINGERIE OUTLET STORE

LITTLE MISTRESS

LITTLE PECKERS

LOAKE

LOUNGE

LOVE BOOK ONLINE

LUCKY VITAMIN

LULU GUINNESS

LUMIE

MACALLAN

MAD4TOOLS.COM

MAISON MARGIELA

MAJE

MAKE MY VAPE

MAMALICIOUS

MANKIND

MAPPIN & WEBB

MATT & NAT

MAXWELLS DIY

ME+EM

MEDEXPRESS

MEDISAVE

MELI MELO

MERCHOID

MICOLET

MICRO SCOOTER

MISSOMA

MLB SHOP

MMOGA

MODCLOTH

MOLESKINE

MORPHE

MORPHY RICHARDS

MOSCHINO

MOUSER

MR CENTRAL HEATING

MUSCLE & STRENGTH

MUSE

MUSIC STORE

MY FONTS

MYLA

MYTRENDYPHONE

NAILS INC

NARS

NATIONAL SHOWER SPARES

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM 
SHOP

NESCAFE DOLCE GUSTO

NEWCHIC

NKUKU

NOMOS GLASHÜTTE

NORDICNEST

NORMANS

OAK FURNITURE LAND

OCULUS

OHH DEER

OLDRIDS & DOWNTOWN

OLIVIABURTON

ONE KINGS LANE

ONLINEGOLF

ONLY

OPTICSPLANET

ORBEA

THE ORDINARY

ORIGIN

PACKT

PADDERS

PAI SKINCARE

PALACE SKATEBOARDS

PANASONIC

PANASONIC MARKETING 
EUROPE

PANDA HALL

PARADOXPLAZA

PARROT

PARTMASTER

PARTY PIECES

PAT MCGRATH LABS

PAULA'S CHOICE

PDP 

PENELOPE CHILVERS

PENFIELD

PENHALIGON'S

PERUVIANCONNECTION

PET DRUGS ONLINE

PETER CHRISTIAN

PIPINGROCK

PLACES + FACES

PLANTRONICS

PLAYASIA

PLAYFUL PROMISES

POETRY FASHION

POKÉMON CENTER

POLYCOM

PORTMEIRION

POSHMARK

POSTURITE

POWERHOUSE FITNESS

PREMIER MAN

PRETTY BALLERINAS

PRIMROSE

PRINGLE OF SCOTLAND

PRINTERLAND.CO.UK

PROFILE FASHION

THE PROTEIN WORKS

PURE LUXURIES

QS SUPPLIES

RADO

THE RAGGED PRIEST

RAINBOW VAPES

RAY-BAN

RAZOR

REAL FOODS

REI

REIDYS MUSIC

RELIGION

REN CLEAN SKINCARE

REPLAY

REVERB

RGB DIRECT

RHA

RHS

RISEART

RITUALS

ROBERT WELCH

ROXY

ROYAL DESIGN

RS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

RUNNERINN

SAATCHIART

SAGE BOOKS

SALTER

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

SARAH RAVEN

SASS & BELLE

SAUCONY

SAVILE ROW COMPANY

SAXBY

THE SCOTLAND KILT COMPANY

SEASONOFMIST

SELECTED

SELF-PORTRAIT

SHEET MUSIC PLUS

SHEIN

SHIP IT APPLIANCES

SHOP4WORLD

SHOT DEAD IN THE HEAD

SHURE

SIK SILK

SILVER CROSS

SIMBA

SIMPLICITY

SIMPLYSUPPLEMENTS

SITEBOX

SJS CYCLES

SKATEDELUXE

SKATES.CO.UK

SKOPES

SKULLCANDY

SLINGSBY

SMIGGLE

SMOKE-KING

SNOWINN

SOCKSHOP

SOFA.COM

SOFOLOGY

SOHOHOME

THE SOLAR CENTRE

SOMFY

SONIC DIRECT

SOPHIA WEBSTER

SOTHEBY'S

SOURCE BMX

SPECIALIZED

SPECTACLES

SPORTPURSUIT

STERLING FURNITURE

STINKYINK

STORM

STUDIOSPARES

STÜSSY

STUTTERHEIM

SUPERFI

SVP.CO.UK

SWANN

SWEATBAND

SWOON EDITIONS

THE TACKLE BOX

TAIWANGUN

TARTE

TASSIMO

TAYLOROFOLDBONDSTREET

TCGPLAYER, INC.

TEACHERS PAY TEACHERS

TEAPIGS

TEEPUBLIC

TEFAL

TEMPERLEY LONDON

TENNIS POINT

TENNIS WAREHOUSE

THEO FENNELL

THERMALTAKE TECHNOLOGY CO.

THIS WORKS

THRIFTBOOKS

TICKETONE

TILLY AND THE BUTTONS

TIMEX

TJC

TLC ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

TOM DIXON

TOM FORD

TOOLED UP

TOWER LONDON

TRAPSTAR

TREKBIKES

TROLL BEADS

TRUFFLESHUFFLE

TVC MALL

TWENGA

VAGABOND

VANCLEEF&ARPELS

VAPOUR DEPOT

VESTIAIRE COLLECTIVE

VICTORIA BECKHAM

THE VISOR SHOP

VITRA

WARDOW

WATER PIK

WEBER

WEBTEMPLATES

WEESHOP

WELLGOSH

WETSUITOUTLET

WICKED WEASEL

THE WINDOW FILM COMPANY

WISHTREND

WONDERLAND MODELS

WOOD FINISHES DIRECT

WOOL AND THE GANG

WORKING CLASS HEROES

WOWCHER

WRANGLER

WWE SHOP

XBOX

XILE CLOTHING

XL MOTO

XUPES

YAMAHA

YMC

YOINS

YUMBLES

ZAFUL

TOP 1500

1STDIBS

24MX

31DOVER
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7 FOR ALL MANKIND

ACE (EXPRESS GIFTS)

AFFORDABLE GOLF

AIRSOFT WORLD

AKG

ALEXANDALEXA.COM

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

ALEXANDRA

ANDREW MARTIN

ANIMED

ANTLER

APC

APMEX

APPLIANCE HOUSE

APPROVED FOOD

APRICOT

AQUASCUTUM

ARENA FLOWERS

ARIAT

ART REPUBLIC

ASMC

ASSURED PHARMACY

ASTRID&MIYU

ASTRO

AWESOME BOOKS

BABYSECURITY

BALLY

BALMAIN

BARKER SHOES

BEDS.CO.UK

BEERS OF EUROPE

BEERWULF

BENEFIT SAN FRANCISCO

BHLDN

BIBLIO.COM

BIG DUG

BIKE24

BILD SHOP

BIMBA Y LOLA

BIRKENSTOCK

BISCUITEERS

BITIBA

BJÖRN BORG

BLACK BUTTERFLY

BLACK CIRCLES

BLACKBURN DISTRIBUTIONS

BLACKLEAF

BLOC EYEWEAR

BOCONCEPT

BODUM

BODYBUILDING WAREHOUSE

BODYKIND

BONANZA MARKET

BONUSPRINT.CO.UK

BRADFORDS

BREMONT

BRITAX-RÖMER

BRITISH CORNER SHOP

BULK POWDERS

BULLIONBYPOST

BUNCHES FLORAPOST

BURT'S BEES

BUYABATTERY.CO.UK

BUYWHOLEFOODSONLINE.
CO.UK

CABELA'S

CAFEPRESS

CALIROOTS

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

CAMERA JUNGLE

CAMERAWORLD

CAMPBELLS MEAT

CAR AUDIO DIRECT

CAR AUDIO SECURITY

CAR MATS UK

CAR PARTS 4 LESS

CARAT* LONDON

CARETHY

CARPETVISTA

CARTRIDGE DISCOUNT

CARTRIDGE PEOPLE

CARTRIDGE SHOP

CASETIFY

CASTORE

CBAZAAR

CHATHAM

THE CHELSEA MEGASTORE

CHOCOLATE TRADING CO

CHRISTY

CHUMS

CIRCULON

CLARE FLORIST

CLOSET LONDON

CLUBHOUSE GOLF

CLUSE

COCODEMERLONDON

COGGLES

COMMS EXPRESS

COMPLETE CARE SHOP

COMPUTERPLANET.CO.UK

CONTACT LENSES

THE CONTAINER STORE

COOLSHOP

CORNEY & BARROW

COX MOTOR PARTS

CRAZY FACTORY

CREATIVE

CRICKET DIRECT

CURRENT BODY

D&M TOOLS

DAMART

DANIEL

DAVID M ROBINSON

DAVID'S BRIDAL

DAVPACK

DAWSONS

DBRAND

DERAMORES

DESENIO

DESIGNERSGUILD

DESMONDANDDEMPSEY

DFROBOT

DHGATE.COM

THE DIAMOND STORE

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG

DILLARDS

DINOPC

DIRECT SIGHT

DIRECT SPORTS

DIRECT WOOD FLOORING

DIRTBIKEXPRESS

DISCOGS

DJI

DMC

DOBELL

DOLCE & GABBANA

DOLLY AND DOTTY

DORMEO

DRAINAGE SUPERSTORE

DRFOX

DRINKSDIRECT.CO.UK

DUBARRY

DUKE VIDEO

DUREX

DYMOCKS

E-INFINITY CAMERA STORE

E2SAVE

EBID

ECOOKSHOP

EFLORIST

EGLOBAL CENTRAL

THE ELECTRICAL COUNTER

ELECTRICAL DISCOUNT UK 
(HARRY GARLICK)

ELECTRICSHOP

EMMA

ENEBA

ENGLISH HERITAGE

ETHICAL SUPERSTORE

ETON

EVE SLEEP

EVERYONEDOESIT

EVIKE

EXCEPTIONAL AV

EXPRESS TRAINERS

EYES LIPS FACE BLOG

FABRIC

FALKE ERGONOMIC SPORT 
SYSTEM

FANCY

FARMDROP

FARMISON

FFX

FINE BEDDING

FINERY LONDON

FIRETRAP

FISH TEC

FISHING TACKLE AND BAIT

FISHINGMEGASTORE.COM

FISHPOND

FJÄLLRÄVEN

FLATSPOT

FLOORING SUPERSTORE

FLOORMATS

FOOTJOY

FOR LOVE & LEMONS

FRAMES.CO.UK

FUNCTION18

FURNITURE IN FASHION

THE GAA STORE

GAEL FORCE

THE GAME COLLECTION

EL GANSO

GB POSTERS

GIEVES AND HAWKES

GIFTS365

GINGER RAY

GIUSEPPEZANOTTI

GLENMUIR

GLOBAL WATCH SHOP

GO GROOPIE

THE GOLF SHOP ONLINE

GOOP

GORGEOUS SHOP

THE GOTHIC SHOP

GRAHAM AND BROWN

GRAILED

GREAT BRITISH MEAT CO

A GREAT READ

GUDRUN SJÖDÉN

GUR SEWING SUPERSTORE

HAGLÖFS

HANDLES4U

HANDLESTORE.COM

HANDTECH

HANON

HARMAN

HEALTHSPAN

HEAVEN GIFTS

HELLOFRESH

HERSCHEL SUPPLY CO

HIFIX

HIGH STREET TV

HIGHER NATURE

HIVE.CO.UK

THE HOME BREW SHOP

HOME HEALTH UK

HONESTBREW

HOPE EDUCATION

HUF

HUMAN KINETICS

HURN & HURN

HYPE

THE INDEPENDENT PHARMACY

IROBOT

JABRA

JAC VAPOUR

JOHN RYAN

JOSEPH

JOSEPH JOSEPH

JUST VITAMINS

JUVESTORE

KEEN

KEF

KENWOOD

KEW GARDENS

KICK GAME

KIKATEK

KINGS WILL DREAM

KITSOUND

KLARSTEIN

KMR AUDIO

KUSTOM

L'ESTRANGE

LARSSONANDJENNINGS

LAVISH ALICE

LED HUT

LEE

LEE VALLEY TOOLS

LEISURE OUTLET

LIGHTBULBS DIRECT

LINDT

LOLA'S CUPCAKES

LOOK FABULOUS FOREVER

LOOT CRATE

LOUD

LOVELL RUGBY

LOVELL SOCCER

M&P

MACYS

MADE IN DESIGN

MADEWELL

MAIL ORDER TREES

MAIL SHOP

MANFROTTO

MANOMANO

MANSONS

MAPLIN

MARC JACOBS

MARGARET HOWELL

MARINE SUPER STORE

MARLEY

MASAI

MASKWORLD

MASTERSHOE

MATRIX NUTRITION

MATTEL

MAXI MUSCLE

MCLAREN MERCHANDISE

MEC

MEDTREE

MERLIN CYCLES

MIELE

MILLYS STORE

MISTER SPEX

MOBILES.CO.UK

MODA FURNISHINGS

MODA OPERANDI

MODANISA

MODELSPORT

MORGAN COMPUTERS

MPB.COM

MR PORTER

MUSICSTREET

MY 1ST YEARS

MYTOOLSHED.CO.UK

NAMASTE VAPES

NEVERFULLYDRESSED

NEWARK.COM

NEXT DAY COFFES

NIGHTGEAR

NITE WATCHES

NOMAD TRAVEL

NRS HEALTHCARE

NUMBER 1 PLATES

OFFCUTS

OFFICE FURNITURE

OFFTEK

OKI-NI

OLIVER SWEENEY

ONEDIRECT

ONEPIECE

ONEPLUS

OPTIMAL PRINT

ORIGINAL PENGUIN

OUTDOOR TOYS

THE OUTNET

OXFORD ONLINE PHARMACY

PACSUN

THE PAINT SHED

PAKAMERA

PANAMOZ

PANERAI

PAPERLESS POST

PAPERSTONE

PARTYRAMA

PEACH GUITARS

PEDIWEAR
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PEOPLE TREE

PET PRESCRIPTION

PETER TYSON

PETSPYJAMAS

PHARMACY FIRST

PHARMICA

PHOTO4ME

PHYSIOROOM

PHYSIQUE

PIXUM

PLANET X

POLARN O. PYRET

POLESANDBLINDS.COM

POPCULTCHA

POSTMYMEDS

POWER BODY

POWER TOOLS UK

POWERMYSELF.COM

PRC DIRECT

PREDATOR NUTRITION

PRESENT FINDER

PRESTIGE HAMPERS

PRESTO CLASSICAL

PRETAVOIR

PRINCESS POLLY

PRINTER INKS

PRINTERBASE

PROSWIMWEAR

PURE COLLECTION

QWERTEE

RANSOM SPARES

RAPID ELECTRONICS

RAWLINS

RED DOG MUSIC

REPLACE BASE

REPLACEMENT KEYS

REX LONDON

RICHARD HAWORTH

RIEKER

RIMOWA

RIVERFORD ORGANIC FARMERS

RODIAL

ROLLERSNAKES

ROUGH TRAX

ROYAL COLLECTION

ROYAL COLLECTION TRUST

ROYS DEPARTMENT STORE

RUBY LANE

RX SPORT

SAMUEL WINDSOR

SCHOLASTIC

SCIENCE IN SPORT

SCOTT SPORTS

SCOTTSDALE

SEBAGO

SEKONDA

SELECT SPECS

SENNHEISER

SHARKROBOT

SHEDSTORE

SHOEAHOLICS

SHOPAFL

SHOPBOP

SHOPTO

THE SHOWER DOCTOR

SIMON CARTER

SIMPLE LIGHTING

SIZZIX

SLANE CYCLES

SLRHUT

SNAINTON GOLF

SOAK & SLEEP

SOCKET STORE

SONIC ELECTRONICS

SOSANDAR

SOUTHERN UKULELE STORE

SPECKYFOUREYES

SPORTS HQ

SPREADSHIRT

SSENSE

STAMPS DIRECT

STANLEY GIBBONS

START FITNESS

STEVE MADDEN

STONE ISLAND

STUART WEITZMAN

STUBHUB

STYLEBOP.COM

STYLEFILE

THE SUB

SUNSPEL

SUPER BRIGHT LEDS

SUSHISUSHI

SUTTONS SEEDS

SWAN

SWEATSHOP

SWIM OUTLET

SWIMWEAR365

TACTREE

TB DRESS

TECH IN THE BASKET

TECOBUY

TEMPTATION GIFTS

TENNISNUTS

THEATRE TICKETS DIRECT

THINX

THOUGHT

TIGER MILLY

TILE

TILE MOUNTAIN

TIME FOR PAWS

TITOLO

TOBY DEALS

TOG24

TOO FACED

TOOLSTOP

TOTES ISOTONER

TOWSURE

TRACTIVE

TRAVEL LUGGAGE & CABIN BAGS

TSHIRT STUDIO

TTS GROUP

TURTLE DOVES

UK TACTICAL

UK TOOL CENTRE

UNCOMMONGOODS

THE UNDERFLOOR HEATING 
STORE

UP & RUNNING

VAX

VEJA

VIAGOGO

VILEBREQUIN

VISTAPRINT

VITAMIX

VIVOMED

VONHAUS

WATCHES2U

WEBTOGS

WEDDING RINGS DIRECT

WEEKEND MAX MARA

WESTERN DIGITAL

WILCO DIRECT

WINEWARE

WING YIP

WINSER LONDON

WOODEN BLINDS DIRECT

WORLD OF ENVELOPES

WRAPPZ

XIAOMI

XL DISPLAYS

XS STOCK

YANDY

YES ASIA

ZADIG & VOLTAIRE

ZENNI OPTICAL

ZIPVIT

ZOOM.CO.UK

ZULILY

ZUMIEZ

ZVAB

ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS

TOP 2000

2XU

365 VET

3Q SPORTS

A.P.C.

ACE & TATE

ACER

ACQUA DI PARMA

ACTIVITY SUPERSTORE

AESOP

AFFORDABLE MOBILES

AGORA CLOTHING

AHF

AIR CON DIRECT

AIRFIX

AIRTAME

ALEXANDER WANG

ALFRED DUNHILL

ALLBATTERIES

AMERICAN TOURISTER

AMI

ANGELS FANCY DRESS

ARDMOOR

ARNOLD LAVER

AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES

AVM

AXEL ARIGATO

BACKINACTION

BAKERY BITS

BANANA MOON

BARRINGTON SPORTS

BASE LONDON

BASS CENTRE

BASS PRO

BATTERY STATION

BBQ WORLD

BEATPORT

BED BATH & BEYOND

BEDECK

BEER MERCHANTS

BELAZU

BELLROY

BENQ

BERGDORF GOODMAN

BEYERDYNAMIC

BIGBADTOYSTORE

BIMUNO

BLACK MILK

BLICK

BLINDS2GO

BLIZZARD SHOP

BLOC BLINDS

BLURB

BOODLES

THE BOOK OF EVERYONE

BOOKS.COM.TW

BOOMERANG

BOOMKAT

BOX MENSWEAR

BRANDY MELVILLE

BREITLING

BRISTOL CAMERAS

THE BRITISH MUSEUM SHOP

BUCHERER

BUGABOO

BUSTER + PUNCH

BUYAPARCEL

BUYMOBILES.NET

CALLAWAY GOLF

CARDO SYSTEMS

CASE MATE

CASH CONVERTERS

CAT PHONES

CBD OILS

CD UNIVERSE

CEWE PHOTOWORLD

CHARLES & KEITH

CHESCA

CHILLY'S

CHINA VASION

CLASSIC FOOTBALL SHIRTS

CLOS19

COAST WATER SPORTS

COCOON CENTER

COES

COLE & SON

COLOURPOP

CONSORTIUM

COOK

COOL MATERIAL

COOL STUFF INC.

COOMBE FARM

CORSAIR

COUSINS

CRATE & BARREL

CRAZY CLEARANCE

CRIMINAL DAMAGE

CRUMBS BREWING

CYCLE KING

DAISY LONDON

DANCEDIRECT

DANIEL WELLINGTON

DAUNT BOOKS

DAYSOFT

DECORATING DIRECT

DESIGN BY HUMANS

DI VAPOR

DIET NOW

DIETCHEF

DIPTYQUE PARIS

DISCOUNT STICKER PRINTING

DISCOUNTFOOTBALLKITS.COM

DM'S GUILD

DOCK & BAY

THE DOG'S DOODAHS

DONNA KARAN

DOOR SUPERSTORE

DR JAYS

DRIFT

DRINK FINDER

DUALIT

DUCHAMP LONDON

DUSTYGROVE

THE DUVET STORE

DYMO

E-CRATER

EASYGATES

EBAGS

ECIG WIZARD

EDEL-OPTICS.CO.UK

EDWIN

EIL

THE ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE 
COMPANY

ELEKTRON

ELVIE

ENDURA

ENTS24

EREPLACEMENT PARTS

ETI

EVERLAST

EVO

EXPRESS

EXPRESS CHEMIST

FABLETICS

FARAH

FEATHER & BLACK

FERM LIVING

FIELD & FLOWER

FIERCE PC

THE FINE CHEESE CO

FINE COFFEE CLUB

FINE+RARE

FIORUCCI

FIRE MOUNTAIN GEMS

FIRST TUNNELS

FISHER & PAYKEL

FLIGHT CLUB

FLIR

FLORIS LONDON

FOLK

FOLKSY

FONEHOUSE

FOOTWAY

FORMLABS

FORMULA ONE AUTOCENTRES
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THE RETAILX UK GROWTH 2000

FR JONES AND SON

FREEZE PRO SHOP

FREYA

FRUUGO

FULLY CHARGED

FUTURE ELECTRONICS

G JOHNS AND SONS

G. H. BASS

G2A.COM

GAMESPLANET

GAMOLA GOLF

GANNI

GARDEN BARGAINS

GEEKCORE

GEORG JENSEN

GET LAID BEDS

GIBSON

GINA BACCONI

GLADIATOR COMPUTERS

GLASSES2YOU

GLISSHOP

GODIVA CHOCOLATIER

GOLF SUPPORT

GOOD FOR NOTHING

GRASSCITY

THE GREEN SPARK PLUG

GREENMAN BUSHCRAFT

GRENADE

GRENSON

GRIFFIN TECHNOLOGY

GUITAR.CO.UK

GYM KING

HAPPY SOCKS

HARIO

HARPER COLLINS

HARRY'S

THE HATCHBAG COMPANY

HAVEN

HEALTHY SUPPLIES

HELLO PRINT

HELLOCANVAS

HELPFORHEROES

HENRI-LLOYD

HEROFORGE

HFE SIGNS

HIGH ON BIKES

HIVE

HODINKEE

HOLLAND BIKE SHOP

HOME & COOK (TEFAL)

HONEY BIRDETTE

HOUSEOLOGY

HOWIES

HTC

HUAWEI

HUMMEL

THE HUNDREDS

HYPERX

INDIAJANE

INSTANT PRINT

INSULATION SUPERSTORE

J. PARKERS

JADED LONDON

JAMECO

JAMGOLF

JBL

JEFFERY WEST

JEFFREE STAR COSMETICS

JELLYCAT

JET PENS

JINX

JOYETEC UK

JUST MINIATURES

JWPEPPER

KATHMANDU

KELLER SPORTS

KITCHENAID

KITE PACKAGING

KITLOCKER.COM

KNIFECENTRE

KPOP MART

KPOP TOWN

KSIAZKA

KTICHEN DOOR WORKSHOP

L.L.BEAN

LABOUR AND WAIT

LAMBDATEK

LAMODA

LAPHROAIG

LE CHAMEAU

LENSES FOR HIRE

LESTERS NURSERYWORLD

LIBERTY FLIGHTS

LINA STORES

LINTBELLS

LIVEWELL

LOCK & KEY

LOLA ROSE

LONDON SOCK COMPANY

LONDONCAMERAEXCHANGE

LORO PIANA

LOVISA

LOWEPRO

LUKE

MAHARISHI

MAINGEAR

MAMMUT

MANCAVE

MANDARAKE

MARIA TASH

MARIMEKKO

MARKETPLACE.TF

MARSHALL

MCM

MEACO

MERCHNOW

MESHKI

MILK&MORE

MINTED

MIRRAW

MISS A

MISS DESIGNER GOLF

MKI

MONOPRICE

MONSTER PET SUPPLIES

MOO.COM

MOPHIE

MORPHSUITS

MOTORCYCLE SPARE PARTS

MOTOROLA

MOUNTFIELD

MOVE DANCEWEAR

MSC

MUD JEANS

MURDOCK LONDON

MVMT WATCHES

NAME BADGES INTERNATIONAL

NATURAL BED COMPANY

NEED SUPPLY

NEOM ORGANICS

THE NEW YOU PLAN

NICCE

NIGEL CABOURN

NIOD

NIPPON YASAN

NORSE PROJECTS

NORSE STORE

NOT JUST A LABEL

NOTCUTTS

NOVEL-TECH

NUDIE JEANS

NUIQUE

NVIDIA

NYX PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP

OCEAN LIGHTING

ODDBINS

OFF-WHITE

OFFICECHAIRUK

OFFICIAL CAR MATS

OLIVE

OLYMPUS

ON RUNNING

ONBUY

ONEWHEEL

ONITSUKA TIGER

ONLINE 4 BABY

THE ONLINE PEN COMPANY

ONLINEPRINTERS

OPTOMA

ORIGINALBTC

OSPREY LONDON

OTTERBOX

OUR LEGACY

OUTDOOR ACTION

OUTWELL

PACKAGING2BUY

PANACHE

PARTS EXPRESS

PARTY PUFFIN

PASTA EVANGELISTS

PC GAMES SUPPLY

PEAK DESIGN

PERCIVAL

PERFECTHOME

PEST CONTROL SUPERMARKET

PETCUBE

PF JONES

THE PICTURE GALLERY AND 
FRAMING CENTER

PIMLICO MERCHANDISE

PINEAPPLE

PLANET OF THE VAPES

THEPLASTICSHOP.CO.UK

PLUGIN BOUTIQUE

PLUMBWORLD

PNEUS ONLINE

POLAR PRO FILTERS

POLYBAGS

POSTERLOUNGE

POTTERY BARN

POWERED BLINDS

PRECIOUSLITTLEONE

PRINTED.COM

PULSIN

PURE PENS

QUAD LOCK

QUIET PC

QUOOKER

RACHEL JACKSON LONDON

RAG & BONE

RAINS

RALAWISE

RAM MOUNTS

THE RAMP PEOPLE

RCMART

THE REALREAL

RECORDSTORE

REDWOLFAIRSOFT

REEM CLOTHING

THE REFORMATION

RELIANT DIRECT

REMINGTON

REMOTES4U

RHS PLANTS

RICK OWENS

RIPNDIP CLOTHING

ROAL DAHL SHOP

ROBERTS

ROCKLER

ROTARY WATCHES

ROUTE 1 PRINT

RUBIK'S

RUE LA LA

THE RUG COMPANY

S3I GROUP

SAMSØE SAMSØE

SANDQVIST

SAXOPRINT

SEALY

SECRETSALES

SEEDLIP

SHERIDAN

SHOPSTYLE

SHORE

SHOWPO

SIGNOMATIC.CO.UK

SILENTNIGHT

SIMPLEHUMAN

SIMPLY COOK

SIPSMITH

SKIDDLE

SLAZENGER

SLEEPLAND BEDS

SLICKWRAPS

SMARTFONESTORE

SMOL

SOCCER

SOLEBOX

SOREL

SPEED GRAPHIC

SPIRAL

SPORT CONRAD

STACKSOCIAL

STEWMAC

STOKKE

STORENVY

STREETSHIRTS

STYLE KOREAN

STYLE NANDA

SUGRU

SUIT DIRECT

SUITSUPPLY

SUPERBUY

SUPPLEMENT CENTRE

TADO

TAG HEUER

TAILS

TAPI CARPETS

TASKERS

TECH21

TEEFURY

TEMPLESPA

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

TFNCLONDON

THERMOS

THOMAS KRENN

THREAD

THREADLESS

THRUSTMASTER

TIGER MIST

TISSOT

TME

TOD'S

TOOLDEN

TOTALLY WICKED

TOWER HEALTH

TRANSAIR

TRÈS BIEN

TRICKER'S

TURTLEMAT

TWININGS

TYRE SHOPPER

UBISOFT STORE

ULTIMATE EARS

UNIVERSAL AUDIO

UNIVERSAL WORKS

URBANEARS

UTSAV FASHION

V&A SHOP

VAN-DAL

VASHI.COM

VAT19

VESTERNET

VIKTOR & ROLF

VIRALSTYLE

VIRGIN WINES

VISION EXPRESS

VITAMIN SHOPPE

VPZ

WAI YEE HONG

THE WATCH HUT

WE MOTO

WEB BLINDS

THE WESTMINSTER COLLECTION

WHITE FOX

WHO GIVES A CRAP

THE WILD MEAT COMPANY

WILSON

WINSTANLEYS BIKES

WITHINGS

WOLSEY

WOOD WOOD

WORLD OF BOOKS

WOWCAMERA

XIDAX

Y-CAM

THE YORKSHIRE LINEN 
COMPANY

ZOGGS
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ABOUT THE GROWTH 2000

ABOUT THE GROWTH 2000
The number of retailers in categories organised by product types sold

Figure 1. Category analysis of the Growth 2000

Source: RetailX  RetailX 2020

The fraction of brands – which primarily sell their own products – marketplaces and 
retailers in the Growth 2000

Figure 3. Business types

n Retailers: 874
n Brands: 1040 
n Marketplaces: 86

Annual visits to Growth 2000 websites from UK consumers, by business type
Figure 4. Web traffic split

Source: SimilarWeb and RetailX

n Retailers: 708m visits
n Brands: 402m visits
n Marketplaces 350m visits

Fashion accessories
Clothing: fashion

Homeware
Consumer electronics

Footwear: fashion
Clothing: sports and leisure

Jewellery
Footwear: sports and leisure

Sports and outdoor equipment
Home and industrial appliances

Cosmetics
Trade tools and equipment and DIY

Stationery and craft
Health

Children’s toys and accessories
Books

Alcoholic beverages
Grocery

Music, film, TV
Software

Automotive goods
Garden

0 200100 400300 600500 800700

The fraction of Growth 2000 retailers with their retail headquarters in a country

Figure 2. Where Growth 2000 retailers are based

The RetailX Growth 2000 is made up of the largest UK retailers outside the Top500. The 
companies’ sizes are measured by their online and offline revenues, stores, and web 
traffic in the UK

UK 63.9%

USA 13.5%

Germany 3.5%

France 2.6%

Italy 1.7%

Sweden 1.7%

The Netherlands 1.6%

Switzerland 1.3%

China (Mainland) 1.3%

Denmark 1.3%

Australia 1.1%

Spain 1.0%

Canada 0.8%

Poland 0.6%

Ireland 0.4%

Belgium 0.3%

Korea, Republic of 0.3%

Other jurisdictions 3.0%

Categories with more than 30 retailers are shown. The total exceeds 2,000 because some 
companies sell across multiple categories

Source: RetailX  RetailX 2020

Source: RetailX  RetailX 2020  RetailX 2020

729
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We score performance in tests to create an index value. The Total Index Value (TIV) is the sum of all companies’ 
results while the Average Index Value (AIV) is the average company’s result. This enables us to compare 
performance between years, sectors and regions since a higher TIV or AIV represents a greater measured 
capability and performance. Our benchmarking reveals that performance has markedly improved in most 
areas over the past 12 months

MEASURING PERFORMANCE

The Average Index Value for each category

MEASURING PERFORMANCE

Alcoholic beverages
Footwear: sports and leisure
Clothing: sports and leisure

Children’s toys and accessories
Sports and outdoor equipment

Cosmetics
Footwear: fashion

Jewellery
Health

Clothing: fashion
Fashion accessories

Garden
Homeware

Home and industrial appliances
Trade tools and equipment and DIY

Grocery
Stationery and craft
Consumer electronics

Automotive goods
Music, film, TV

Ready-made food
Books

Musical instruments
Software

Figure 6. Average performance by category

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

The Total Index Value for each performance dimension 2018-2020
Figure 5. Performance by dimension: 2018:2020

FINDSOCIAL

MOBILE

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

n 2018 
n 2019
n 2020

The Average Index Value for each performance cluster of the Growth 2000
Figure 7. Cluster performance

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Growth Top50

Growth Top150

Growth Top500

Growth Top1000

Growth Top1500

Growth Top2000

The Total Index Value measured each year
Figure 8. Overall Index: 2018-2020

600

300

0
2018 2019 2020

DELIVERY

Note that some retailers belong to multiple categories and that categories with 30 or more 
retailers are shown

The retailers within each cluster are listed on pages 8-11. Retailers’ clusters are 
determined by their Footprint size (revenues, web traffic, and stores) which receives a 
30% weighting and by their performance in the other metrics covered by this report 
with a 70% weighting

Source: RetailX  RetailX 2020  RetailX 2020Source: RetailX

 RetailX 2020Source: RetailX

Source: RetailX  RetailX 2020

+13%

+26%
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Shoppers are more likely to buy when a website is both easy to 
use and includes all the information they need to be sure that a 
product is right for them. In the Find section, RetailX researchers 
consider how easy and appealing it is for shoppers to navigate 
and browse a Growth 2000 website. These attributes make  
a retail website useful to shoppers, regardless of whether they 
are searching for a specific item or simply looking for inspiration.

Researchers also consider to what extent retailers listed in the 
index enable their shoppers to learn from the experience of other 
customers. The findings are assessed across different categories 
and compared to last year’s findings in an analysis of the 1,730 
retailers included in the index in both 2019 and 2020.

HOW EASY IS IT FOR SHOPPERS TO FIND THEIR 
WAY AROUND A GROWTH 2000 WEBSITE?
Websites that are easy to navigate make it simple for shoppers 
to find the items they want to buy. Those that have visual appeal 
encourage shoppers to stay on the site. Store finders make it 
easier for mobile shoppers to buy offline.

Ease of navigation
RetailX researchers rated Growth 2000 websites for ease of 
navigation. Each was assessed by two researchers before the 
findings were standardised. Websites selling sex toys and erotic 
products, fashion accessories, jewellery, fashion clothing and 
footwear were found easiest to navigate in search of the right 
product, while those selling software, automotive goods, musical 
instruments and home and industrial appliances, along with 
marketplaces, were found to be less easily navigated.

Visual appeal
Attractive websites can encourage shoppers to browse. RetailX 
researchers found brands’ own websites most visually appealing, 
followed by those selling fashion clothing and footwear, 
jewellery and accessories. Least appealing are those selling 
automotive goods, software, musical instruments, and music, film 
and TV products. 

Store finder
Some 15% of the 453 multichannel G2K retailers assessed in 
this index in both 2019 and 2020 deploy store finders on their 

mobile websites. Perhaps that’s because traders in the index tend 
to have fewer shops, making a store finder irrelevant to most of 
their customers. They are more commonly deployed by shops 
selling musical instruments (25% of retailers in this category), 
book (19%) and music, film and TV products (19%). Those 
selling automotive goods (6%), health products (7%) and fashion 
footwear (12%) use them less often. Those that have added store 
finders over the last year include sports and outdoor equipment 
retailers (+3pp to 16%) and marketplace hosts (+4pp to 11%). 
Those that have dropped their store finders include retailers selling 
books (-3pp to 17%), groceries (-3pp to 15%) and alcoholic 
drinks (-3pp to 14%).

HOW CAN CUSTOMERS LEARN FROM THE 
EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS?
Understanding what previous customers thought of an item can 
help confirm a purchase decision, while recommendations of 
similar products can share the learnings of what other shoppers 
chose to view or to buy. In this section, RetailX researchers include 
the metrics they deem most likely to help shoppers decide. 

Product ratings
More than half (56%) of Growth 2000 retailers share product 
ratings that reflect previous customers’ opinion of the product 
they bought. That’s up by 4pp from 52% in 2019. Those selling 
tobacco, vaping and smoking supplies (77% of retailers in this 
category) are most likely to use them, as are those selling sex 
toys and erotic products (69%), automotive and health products 
(both 68%). Product ratings are less often found in fashion 
categories from clothing and footwear (both 43%) to jewellery 
(45%) and accessories (49%). Their use is gaining ground among 
those selling food products (+14pp to 59%), home and industrial 
appliances (+12pp to 66%) and alcoholic drinks (+9pp to 66%), 
but they are less used by those selling music, film and TV products 
(-3pp to 53% of those measured in both 2019 and 2020) and 
musical instruments (-3pp to 53%). 

Recommend similar products 
In 2020, 68% of the 1,364 retailers assessed on this metric in 
both 2019 and 2020 recommend similar products to the one a 
customer is viewing. That’s up by five percentage points (5pp) 

Chloe Rigby considers what RetailX research says about how easy it is  
for shoppers on Growth 2000 websites to find the item they need

FINDING THE  
RIGHT PRODUCT

FIND
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from last year. This technique is most used among those selling 
travel and accommodation (90%), sex toys and erotic products 
(89%), jewellery (79%), cosmetics (77%) and children’s toys 
(76%). The fastest rises have come in the home and industrial 
appliance (+9pp to 71%), and the musical instrument (+8pp to 
69%) categories. Marketplaces are the only category where the 
use of recommendations declined – though only by 1pp to 68%. 

Wishlists
When shoppers can save an item they have viewed to a wishlist, 
it can remind them of it at a later date. More G2K traders offer 
this option in 2020, with 42% of the 1,730 analysed in both years 
doing so, up by 3pp from 39% a year earlier. Sectors where 
wishlists are most commonly found include marketplaces, (64%), 
jewellery (64%), sex toys and erotic products (64%), music, film 
and TV products (60%) and fashion footwear (58%). They are 
less common among those selling tobacco, vaping and other 
smoking supplies (28%) and home and industrial appliances 
(34%). Wishlists have been adopted fastest among those selling 
alcoholic drinks (+9pp to 48%) and music, film and TV products 
(+9pp to 62% of those measured in both periods) but their use 
has declined in the trade and DIY tools category (-3pp to 40%). 

Share with friends
In recent years, RetailX Top500 research has shown a general 
decline in the integration of social media into product pages. This 
year, just over a third (37%) of G2K retailers enable shoppers to 
share products via social media. That’s down by 3pp from 40% 
of the 1,730 measured in both 2019 and 2020. This feature may 
be dropped by retailers as it becomes less used by shoppers. 
A growing proportion of online shopping now takes place via 
mobile devices, which are also where most people engage with 
social media, making the integration less necessary.

The ability to share products with friends is now most commonly 
found on sites that sell musical instruments (52%), children’s toys 
(51%), sex toys and erotic products (51%) and music, film and TV 
products (51%). It is least found on those selling automotive goods 
(28%), travel and accommodation (29%), health products (30%) 
and groceries (33%). There are some key growth sectors, notably 
books (+5pp to 48%) and garden products (+5pp to 47%), but 
bigger declines in automotive goods (-9pp to 27%) and musical 
instruments (-9pp to 50%). 

FIND

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE FIND DIMENSION

AVEDA BOOKDEPOSITORY.COM HOLISTICSHOP.CO.UK ORLEBAR BROWN SOPHIE ALLPORT

B&H PHOTO VIDEO EYE BUY DIRECT IZABEL LONDON OVERSTOCK STRINGS DIRECT

BAUKJEN FREE PEOPLE LULUS PREZZYBOX TOO FACED

BLUE NILE FREEMANS.COM MINIINTHEBOX.COM RIXO VICTORINOX

BLUE TOMATO GARDENTRADING NEAL'S YARD REMEDIES SKAGEN WINSTANLEYS PRAMWORLD

The fraction of retailers in a category that allow products to be saved to lists
Figure 9. Wishlists by category

 RetailX 2020Source: RetailX

Wishlists are used in some categories more than others. Their implementation on a website correlates well with ranking well in the Growth 2000 Index, with 95% of Top100 retailers 
offering the feature
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Clothing: Fashion

Footwear: Fashion
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As digital retail exploded during the Covid-19 lockdown, the 
trend for mobile commerce also accelerated as consumers 
switched from store to smartphone browsing. The need for 
retailers to adopt a full ecommerce experience that includes 
their own native apps, as well as websites that are enabled for 
mobile viewing, has never been more pressing. Put simply, if 
retailers aren’t embracing and maximising the accelerated trends 
for ecommerce and mobile commerce that have emerged over 
recent months, they will quickly lose both relevance and sales. 

TO WHAT EXTENT ARE RETAILERS USING  
MOBILE APPS? 
One of the biggest growth areas in the mobile Dimension this year 
has been the near doubling of those G2K retailers with an iOS 
mobile app, up from 6% to 10% of the 1,352 retailers measured 
in both 2019 and 2020. All the 25 sectors we analysed have 
increased in their adoption of iOS apps. 

Fashion and jewellery are among the sectors where an iOS 
app is most popular. Just over a fifth (22%) of fashion footwear 
retailers have one, as do 20% of both fashion clothing retailers 
and jewellery retailers. The strongest growth, however, is seen 
in brand retailers. Among the 618 retailers measured in both 
periods, this sector has seen a 5pp increase, from only 2% in 
2019 to 7% in 2020.

Book retailers, meanwhile, have doubled their use of iOS apps, 
up from 4% to 8% of the 123 retailers measured in both periods. 

Smaller growth has been seen in the adoption of Android 
apps, which saw a 2pp increase from 5% to 7% of the 1,352 
retailers measured in both years. Unsurprisingly, the sector figures 
largely reflect the pattern for iOS, since most retailers investing in 
apps tend to produce both an Android and iOS version in order 
to maximise penetration. 18% of fashion footwear retailers have 
an Android app, as do 16% of jewellery retailers and 15% of 
fashion clothing retailers.

As with iOS apps, brands have again seen a big performance 
increase, up from 2% to 5% of the 618 retailers measured in both 
periods. Again, all sectors have seen an increase. However, the 
most significant rise in Android app adoption is in the cosmetics 
sector. While this has seen a 6pp increase, from 7% to 13% of 
the 155 retailers measured in both periods, it still isn’t among the 
performance risers in the iOS app.

HOW RESPONSIVE ARE MOBILE WEBSITES?
While consumers may be engaging more with apps, the biggest 
opportunity still lies in a website optimised for mobile. In the 
omnichannel world, it’s a basic expectation that there should be 
no interruption to the viewing experience, whatever device the 
consumer may be using the access a site. 

Page load times are particularly important since if the wait is 
too long, potential customers left hanging tend to quickly give up 
and go elsewhere. Google cites two seconds as the threshold for 
ecommerce acceptability. 

Researchers measured several different metrics. The ones 
we’ve highlighted here include the speed index, which measures 
the average number of milliseconds it takes for the visible parts 
of a webpage to be displayed, scoring it on an index system 
which evaluates a number of different speed metrics to form the 
index result. The lower the index number, the faster a website  
is performing. 

We also look at how many seconds it takes to visually 
complete – a simple time score that shows when the page looks 
complete even though it may still have elements loading in the 
background. We also examined download duration, this being 
the time it takes for the page load to fully complete. However,  
our research actually showed there is actually little difference 
between these latter two measures.

Speed index
Although retailers should be striving to lower their speed index 
scores this year, we see that the average value of the speed index 
has actually increased. For the 707 retailers researched in both 
periods, the average value increased by 236 to 3,760, while the 
median value increased by 177 to 3,430.

This picture is reflected across all but one of the 24 sectors and 
while this rise is almost universal, it should not come as a surprise. 
The index considers many different elements that demand the sort 
of technical expertise and specialism that many smaller retailers, 
such as those in the G2K, simply may not have the resources or 
capital to deliver. 

Automotive goods is the sector with the lowest speed index, at 
an average value of 3,310. 

Visually complete
While speed index is an important industry measure, a simpler 
metric to grasp is that of visually complete by seconds. This 

Liz Morrell explores RetailX findings on mobile commerce

SHOPPING FROM  
THE SMARTPHONE

MOBILE
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is the time at which a customer can see a mobile site visually 
complete, even though some elements may still be loading in 
the background. If a site is built well, this time will normally be 
prioritised over download duration. In real terms, our analysis 
shows only marginal differences between the two. 

The visually complete average has increased by 0.58 seconds 
to 8.34 seconds, although the median value has remained the 
same at 7s for the 673 retailers research in both periods. Fashion 
clothing and jewellery are among the worst performers here,  
with an average of 9.62s and 9.69s respectively. This is likely 
because such sites tend to be both content and image-heavy.

Page size
Of course, loading speed is generally related to page size, 
which we examined next. We found that among the 665 retailers 
measured in both periods, the average page size increased 
only marginally, up by 0.16MB to 2.42MB. The median value 
increased by 0.201MB to 2.15MB.

Brand retailers and sports and leisure retailers (covering 
footwear, clothing and sports and outdoor clothing) had the 
biggest page sizes in our research. The sports and leisure clothing 
and sports and outdoor equipment sectors had the biggest page 
sizes, with an average of 2.74MB for both sectors. Sports and 
leisure footwear had an average of 2.68MB and brands an 
average of 2.62 MB. 

No sectors reduced page sizes, with the sports and outdoor 
equipment retailers and sports and leisure footwear retailers 
among those with the biggest increases in their page sizes. 

However, there are anomalies. The tobacco, vaping and other 
smoking supplies sector actually has the smallest page size, with 
an average of 2.09MB. Yet this sector also has one of the slowest 
loading times for mobile web site viewing. 

Investment and resources are naturally scarce during these 
times but G2K retailers have to understand that a great mobile 
experience today is crucial. 

MOBILE

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE MOBILE DIMENSION
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Figure 10. Mobile apps operated

 RetailX 2020Source: RetailX
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Taking delivery of an online order is the final part of the online 
shopping journey but, from the customer’s point of view, it’s 
arguably the most important part. In this Dimension, RetailX 
researchers assess how quickly shoppers can get their purchases, 
whether that’s via delivery or collection, as well as how easy it is 
to return items, if needed. 

This research was carried out over the summer of 2020, at a 
time when many UK retailers had reopened physical shops from 
Covid-19 lockdowns, yet shoppers were still continuing to do 
much of their shopping online. These circumstances may have 
favoured predominantly online Growth 2000 retailers. Getting 
delivery faster was likely to have been a priority for shoppers 
working from home, as were longer returns periods.

WHAT DELIVERY PROMISES DO G2K  
RETAILERS MAKE?
Offering convenient and fast delivery can make an important 
difference in whether customers choose to buy from one retailer 
over another. 

Delivery times
In 2020, Growth 2000 (G2K) retailers promise standard 
delivery in a median of four days – just as in 2019 – although 
faster median times are found in the alcoholic drinks (3 days), 
food (3.05) and health and software (both 3.18) categories – 
and slower times from those selling books (5.69), music, film and 
TV, and homewares (all 5).

Whether a retailer offers next-day delivery may be in part a 
decision driven by their chosen courier but it’s notable that there 
have been some significant changes within categories. In 2020, 
45% of G2K retailers offer next-day delivery, up from 40% a 
year earlier. This is most commonly found among traders selling 
health products (61%) and alcoholic drinks (61%), followed by 
children’s toys (51%) and garden products. 

Marketplaces (12%), with a reliance on individual small 
sellers, are least likely to offer next-day delivery, followed by 
those selling music, film and TV products (19%) and books 
(24%). This may be because download or streaming is a faster 
option. However, music, film and TV retailers are also among 
the categories adopting this service (+3pp to 19%). The fastest 
growth has been among those selling garden products (+9pp to 
47%) and cosmetics (+6pp to 45%).

Just 3% offer same-day delivery, just as last year, and most 
commonly found in the alcoholic drinks (8% of retailers), 
cosmetics, children’s toys, and health (all 6%) – the last 
category increasing by 6pp from 0% last year. Fewer retailers 
selling garden products (-3pp to 3%), trade and DIY tools and 
equipment (-4pp to 2%) and books (-1pp to 2%) offer a same-
day service. 

The cost of delivery
Many traders offer free delivery when orders meet a minimum 
value. In the G2K, retailers do so for a median order of £52. 
That’s up by £3 on the same time last year. The lowest median 
thresholds are for delivery of garden products (£19.10), and 
music, film and TV products (£23.10). The highest are for 
alcoholic drinks (£61.60), fashion footwear (£56.20) and 
sports and outdoor equipment (£54.10), perhaps reflecting the 
higher costs of sending items. 

Standard delivery costs a median of £4, although those 
selling health products (£3.40), consumer electronics (£4.28) 
and home appliances (£4.34) charge less. 

WHAT COLLECTION PROMISES DO G2K 
RETAILERS MAKE?
G2K retailers are smaller than their Top500 competitors and 
tend to have fewer shops, which means it’s not surprising that 
fewer retailers offer click and collect.

In 2020, slightly more G2K retailers offer customers the 
choice of picking up their online orders in-store, with 15% of 
the 1,362 retailers measured on this metric in both 2019 and 
2020 periods doing so. This is up from 13% a year earlier, 
which is well behind the 54% of Top500 retailers that enable 
click and collect. The small number of food retailers listed in this 
index are most likely to do so, with 37% (14) of retailers in the 
category doing so. Around a quarter of fashion footwear (25%) 
and garden (24%) businesses also do so, followed by 22% of 
both toy retailers and sports and leisure footwear companies. 
Categories that are characterised in the Growth 2000 index 
by streaming and being purely online – such as music, film and 
TV (-1pp to 5%), books (-1pp to 5%) and software (9%) – are 
less likely to offer this. The biggest uptake has been in retailers 
selling health products (+4pp to 14%) and sports and outdoor 
equipment (+4pp to 17%).

Chloe Rigby looks at what RetailX research says about the fulfilment promises  
that Growth 2000 retailers make

DELIVERY, COLLECTION  
AND RETURNS

DELIVERY
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Time to collect
Businesses are now taking longer to get an online order ready to 
pick up. In 2020, orders are expected to be ready in a median 
of 48 hours from the point of order, which is 10 hours longer than 
previously. Toys, consumer electronics and home appliances are 
available to pick in that time, with homewares available slightly 
more quickly at a median of 47.8 hours. Slower are those selling 
sports and outdoor equipment, fashion footwear, clothing and 
accessories, all with a median of 72 hours – or three days. 
Notably, median collect times rose by six hours at both fashion 
clothing and homewares retailers. By contrast, Top500 retailers 
offer collection 72 hours after ordering.

The cost of collection
The median retailer does not charge for collection, although those 
that do charge an average of £5.02. The highest median charges 
come from those selling sports and outdoor equipment (median 
£1.20), fashion footwear (median 89p), clothing (78p) and sports 
and leisure clothing (57p), although those selling sports and leisure 
footwear offer the service for free (median zero). 

WHAT DO G2K RETAILERS PROMISE ON RETURNS?
Making returns easier is likely to be a priority in an increasingly 
competitive online market. 

Time to return
The time in which shoppers can return an item has lengthened 
by three days to a median of 24 days. The average time has 
increased by 21.3 days to 52 days, which is likely to reflect a 
few retailers introducing generous returns periods. Those selling 
sports and leisure goods from footwear (median 29.3 days) and 
clothing (29.3 days) to outdoor equipment (29.5 days) offer 
the most generous returns periods. Those selling food (14 days) 
and alcoholic drinks are among those sticking to the statutory 
minimum time period. 

Pre-paid returns
The number of retailers offering pre-paid returns has stepped 
up as fashion brands and retailers became more competitive. 
In 2020, 31% of the 1,428 retailers measured on this metric in 
research across 2019 and 2020 offer pre-paid returns. That’s up 
by five percentage points (pp) on the same time last year. Fashion 
footwear retailers (46% of those in the category) are most likely 
to offer it, followed by those selling fashion accessories and 
sports and leisure footwear (44%) and clothing (42%) and 
fashion clothing (41%). These items are easier to return by post or 
courier than automotive goods (7%) and food (12%) but others 
are stepping up their efforts, with the fastest take-up seen among 
stationery and craft retailers (+9pp to 19%), marketplaces 
(+13pp to 30%) and consumer electronics (+16pp to 38%). No 
sectors have decreased their use of pre-paid returns. 

DELIVERY

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE DELIVERY DIMENSION
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The fraction of retailers within a category that offer each service
Figure 11. How different retail categories use delivery, collection and returns

 RetailX 2020Source: RetailX
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For all retailers, an omnichannel social presence is almost as 
important as an omnichannel retail presence. Of course retailers 
need to be where their customers are shopping, but they also 
now need to be where they are talking and socialising online. 

Being on social media isn’t just about retailers engaging 
their customers in conversation. While our analysis does look 
at whether retailers have a presence on the main social media 
platforms, it also considers how they are moving beyond that, 
by enabling social checkouts, allowing customers to share their 
purchases and letting them see what others have bought.

WHAT SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS DO  
RETAILERS USE?
For smaller, expanding retailers such as those in our Growth 
2000 (G2K) list, the ability to build an active network of 
followers via social can help hugely with marketing. It enables 
more direct conversations with the brand or retailer, which helps 
to build an army of ambassadors who can champion the business 
as it expands. It’s cost-effective, too, if managed correctly.

In RetailX analysis, G2K retailers are growing their use of 
social across the board, with all of the main networks seeing rises 
of around 2% on 2019. It’s Facebook that dominates among the 
G2K. Nearly all the retailers (94.9%) in our list have a Facebook 
page, while Twitter is used by 87.5%.

Instagram is the third most popular social channel for the 
Growth 2000 retailers, with three-quarters (75.2%) active on 
Instagram. Channels such as YouTube and Pinterest which, it 
could be argued, are less about immediate conversation and 
more about inspiration or ‘how to’ guides, have less of a focus. 
Fewer than half (48.9%) of retailers in the G2K have a Pinterest 
page, while only 58.9% have their own YouTube channel.

HOW CAN SHOPPERS FIND OUT WHAT OTHER 
BUYERS THOUGHT?
Another element of the social Dimension looks at how customers 
are interacting with other customers or their friends with regards 
to their purchases. RetailX research examines how retailers are 
allowing customers to share their views of the products they have 
bought with other customers through product ratings, as well as 
with their friends through ‘share with friends’ options.

Product ratings
This year’s analysis shows a 4pp increase in the number of 
retailers offering product ratings on their site. This measure rises 
to 56% of the 1,364 retailers measured in both periods, up from 
52% last year. Health and sports and outdoor equipment retailers 
are among those making greatest use of customer product ratings, 
at 68% and 67% respectively. Almost all the sectors measured 
have seen an increase but interestingly, the biggest percentage 
point increase has been in grocery, which has risen by 14pp to 
59% of the 80 retailers measured across both periods. 

The strength of overall growth in this category, but its particular rise 
in grocery, could well be due to the impact of Covid-19. During this 
time, many shoppers have gone online for the first time and retailers 
have responded by giving these new shoppers extra reassurances 
about what they buy and what is best suited to their needs.

One area of social interaction to have seen a decline is the 
ability for consumers to share their purchases with friends when 
buying online. This measure is down 3pp to 37% of the 1,364 
retailers measured in both periods. This may have less to do with 
bragging rights and more to do with a genuine desire among 
customers to help influence their peers only when they can add 
real value, since sectors such as children’s toys and accessories 
(51%) and books (50%), both of which are sectors in which 
customers prefer buying guidance, perform most strongly. Only 
four sectors have seen an increase, the remainder decreasing.

HOW DO RETAILERS USE SOCIAL CHECKOUT? 
One of the biggest increases that RetailX analysis has seen this year 
is retailers making it easier for their customers to pay by allowing 
them to link to their social checkouts. This includes options such as 
Google Pay, Amazon Pay and Facebook Pay. These speed up 
the checkout process, reducing friction and cart abandonment, 
thus improving the likelihood that a customer will complete the 
purchase. The trade-off is that it’s the social network rather than 
the retailer that gleans the greatest insights from the data provided. 

Nevertheless, retailers in the G2K seem to believe the trade-
off is worth it since the flip-side of the coin is that any hesitation 
in the checkout process runs the risk of their potential customer 
abandoning them for a more established, larger competitor. 

Google Pay checkout, where customers can use the card 
and shipping details stored in their Google account to enable 
purchases on retailers’ sites, has seen one of the biggest rises in 
this Dimension. The number of retailers using Google Pay among 

Liz Morrell looks at what RetailX research says about how well Growth 2000 
retailers use social media channels

SOCIAL MEDIA 
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the G2K in 2020 has almost doubled, up from 5% last year to 
9% of the 1,321 retailers measured in both periods. 

Jewellery and fashion clothing are among the sectors leading 
their use of Google Pay, at 15% and 14% respectively. Fashion 
clothing has also seen one of the biggest performance increases, 
with an 8pp increase from 5% to 13%.

Sectors such as home and industrial appliances and trade 
tools and equipment are less likely to offer this as an option, at 
7% and 5% respectively.

The growth of Google Pay is happening almost universally, 
with 21 of the 25 sectors measured showing a rise in their use 
of the payment option. Only four sectors have remained static.

Although Google Pay has seen the most substantial growth, it 
is PayPal that remains the most dominant of the social payment 
options. It has seen a marginal decrease in 2020, down by 3pp, 
but still has a 39% share among the 1,321 retailers measured in 
both periods. Where trade tools, equipment and DIY are one of 
the lowest sectors for use of Google Pay, for PayPal it’s one of the 
strongest, with 43% of retailers in the G2K using it. 

Use of Amazon Pay and Facebook Pay have both remained 
static during the year. Eleven per cent of the 1,321 retailers 
measured in both periods offer Amazon Pay on their sites, 
allowing shoppers to use the details stored in their Amazon 
accounts to pay on other merchant’s sites. The payment option 
is most dominant in the jewellery, fashion clothing and fashion 
accessories sectors, which all have a 14% share each. 

Meanwhile Facebook has also seen no overall growth for 
its checkout option, unchanged at 8% of the 1,321 retailers 
measured in both periods. Cosmetics is among the strongest 
sector for the use of the payment option, with 18% of retailers in 
the sector using it. 

Registration
Likely tied into this shift to social media checkouts is customer 
registration no longer being needed before checkout. Previously 
retailers have encouraged customers to register since it gives 
them extra information for their customer databases, which help 
to improve marketing and personalisation. The downside is the 
friction this can cause, which is why many customers are turning 
to social media payment instead. Those requiring registration 
before checkout has fallen, down 11pp to 46% of the 1,364 
retailers measured in both periods and down across all the 25 
sectors measured.  

SOCIAL

LEADING RETAILERS IN THE SOCIAL DIMENSION
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Figure 12. How retailers in different categories use third-
party checkouts

 RetailX 2020Source: RetailX
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CASE STUDIES

If there is one thing that gets consumers talking and sharing, it’s 
beauty. As with fashion, it’s a sector that is about appearances 
– looking good, feeling good and sharing the results with peers 
– as well as being influenced by others.

It’s also a sector that is dominated by the social media influencers 
and brand ambassadors who share the looks they have created. This 
is a phenomenon that has exploded since makeup artists and beauty 
fanatics first began sharing their creations via YouTube in 2007.

And it’s created stars in the process. Beauty influencer James 
Charles, for example, has almost 23m subscribers to his YouTube 
channel. For sectors like this, engagement via social is critical. 

This is something that brands such as affordable beauty brand 
Revolution Beauty know only too well. The company, which is 
based in Kent and launched in 2013, was last year ranked as 
the third fastest growing firm in the UK in The Sunday Times BDO 
Profit Track 100 league table. The brand is sold online, as well 
as through retailers such as Superdrug, which began selling the 
brand within six months of its online launch. Boots also began 
stocking the brand in 2019.

Revolution Beauty’s work on social means it earns a deserved 
place in the top 25 ranking of our UK Growth 2000 for social. 
On Facebook, the brand has a community of almost a million 
followers (964,248 at time of writing) and uses the channel 
to communicate deals, new products, back-in-stock news and 
special promotions.

REVOLUTION BEAUTY:  
FLUENT IN SOCIAL

Unsurprisingly, however, it’s Instagram and YouTube where it 
dominates. Although our research showed these were some of 
the least popular channel for retailers in the G2K, for the beauty 
industry, their visual appeal is crucial.

Revolution Beauty has 2.8m followers on Instagram who 
engage heavily by Liking and commenting on posts. The brand 
encourages users to share their looks to be featured on the 
page. It also pushes the company’s weekly product launches by 
including a link that takes fans away from Instagram and directly 
to the company’s website. 

On YouTube, it has 179,000 subscribers, with its most popular 
videos receiving hundreds of thousands of views, especially when 
they feature some of the influencers the company partners with. 
The website also allows customers to rate and review products 
as well as ask questions. Many of the products that are most 
discussed are also featured in an ‘Our Heroes section, which 
allows customers to easily see the popular products.

Revolution Beauty makes it easy for customers to pay by clearly 
promoting a variety of social checkout options on its home page. 
These include both Amazon Pay and PayPal. 

In addition, it offers customers the ability to sign up to the brand 
with Google or Facebook, or to continue to checkout without 
registering. A refer a friend scheme lets customers give friends 
a £5 discount on any order over £30 while also earning £5 
themselves for each referral.
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CASE STUDIES

With the self-stated aim of becoming “the girl’s go-to fashion 
destination,” I Saw It First is a clothing brand that has to be 
where its customers are. The fashion retailer, which was founded 
in 2017, focuses on the style-obsessed millennial customer and 
their fascination with influencers and celebrities. It delivers new 
content and products daily, which means that customers must 
be constantly connected to the brand if they have any hope of 
ever being able to say that they saw it first. And where do such 
consumers keep up to date with the latest news and trends within 
their world? Via mobile of course. 

I Saw it First offers both an iOS and an Android app, allowing 
its customers to access exclusive offers, the latest discounts and 
to be the first to know about sales launches for the brand. The 
app is heavily promoted on the company’s homepage and its 
download is also pushed via an app-exclusive 60% discount.

This reliance on mobile is naturally supported by a heavy 
social presence, which is especially important since I Saw it First 
remains a growing brand. The retailer partnered with Love Island 
in 2019, hoping to emulate the success of fellow fashion brand 
Missguided, which reportedly scored a 40% jump in sales after 
its sponsorship of the TV show the year previously and showing 
the importance of a presence that gets the brand talked about. 

I Saw it First has a presence across all the usual social 
networks we measure within the G2K research, and more. It has 
a Facebook page with 289,000 followers, a Twitter page with 

I SAW IT FIRST: COMBINING 
MOBILE AND SOCIAL

35,400 followers and a YouTube channel with 1,800 followers. 
However, its largest social media presence is on Instagram, 
where it has 1.1 million followers. It also allows its shoppers 
to shop via Instagram, meaning that they can easily add their 
favoured looks to their shopping carts. 

In addition to these networks, the retailer also has a presence 
on other social media channels popular with its target customer. 
These include Snapchat and video channel TikTok, where it 
boasts 135,600 followers and has amassed nearly two million 
Likes. It even allows fans to share content to their other social 
networks through this channel. 

Like the app promotion, I Saw it First is also heavily pushing 
its customers towards social accessed via mobile by using 
promotions and discounts. The retailer was offering a social 
discount of 50% on purchases at the time of writing.

I Saw it First embraces a range of payment options for its 
shoppers. These include social checkout options including 
Amazon Pay, PayPal and shopping via Instagram, as well as 
the ‘buy now pay later’ or ‘spilt payment’ offers preferred by 
millennial shoppers such as Klarna, Laybuy and Clearpay.

It isn’t just all about fashion for I Saw it First. The company’s 
website also includes a lifestyle hub, which features content 
ranging from advice on wellness to advice on how to successfully 
work from home.
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Chinese-owned ecommerce platform 
LightInTheBox combines social media and 
ecommerce. Operating across three core 
categories – apparel, small accessories 
and gadgets and home and garden – 

LightInTheBox uses a data-driven business model that offers 
customised products, such as wedding or evening dresses, at scale 
for optimal marketing, merchandising and fulfilment. 

What makes LightInTheBox stand out in the G2K listings is 
just how all over social media it is. Found on the usual sites – 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest – the retailer is also 
one of the few that also truly has a grip on Tumblr and YouTube, 
leveraging shoppable images and videos to create vignettes 
around weddings and special occasion wear in order to inspire 
people to shop.

The same applies to its app, with the design making it clear and 
easy to use, easy to search and well-integrated with these social 
sites. It also features a host of coupons for new users of the app 
on both iOS and Android. The highly stylised presences on these 
social sites and the look and the feel of the apps is at odds with 

the retailer’s more utilitarian approach to its website. However, the 
website does feature a rather deftly designed pop-up that allows 
the user to easily generate a QR code that they can scan with their 
mobile to get the app on their phone. This is something not seen 
elsewhere and it makes finding the app much easier than for many 
other retailers.

Freemans, once famous for its catalogues, 
rebranded itself this summer from a home-
shopping retailer to what it now describes 
as a “vibrant digital department store”.

Owned by German retail giant Otto, 
Freemans is also diversifying the ranges it sells, adding clothing 
from Quiz, Radley, Dorothy Perkins and Miss Selfridge to its 
roster of brands. It is also planning an exclusive partnership with 
designer Julien Macdonald for Spring 2021.

From an organic search point of view, Freemans is easy to find. 
It owns the top ad slot in Google and comes out top in search 
from just the keyword ‘Freemans’. 

On social, searching within Facebook and Twitter with the 
word ‘Freemans’ again drops the retailer at the top of the pile. 
Freemans also has a well curated presence on both these sites, 
as well as Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube. There’s currently no 
sign of it on TikTok though, with any #Freemans hashtags on the 
site being unrelated to the retailer.

The retailer’s Facebook page feature a ‘shop now’ button which 
redirects to the company’s own website, while Instagram features 
the purchase code and a link if you are logged in. Any user 
signed into Pinterest can drill into the range and its influencers. 

Freemans has a new app on both iOS and Android, which 
both allow for management of returns and delivery. Delivery and 
returns are free, with no minimum order value. Next-day delivery 
costs £4.50 for items that qualify and needs to be ordered before 
11pm, while click and collect is available to more than 5,000 
Hermes Parcelshops around the UK.

CASE STUDIES

FREEMANS: THE ‘VIBRANT DIGITAL 
DEPARTMENT STORE’ RELIES ON SEARCH
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Fortnum & Mason, the last word in luxurious 
foods, is synonymous with hampers – 
something that almost always has to be 
delivered to the customer, often as a gift.

With the prices of its hampers going up to 
thousands of pounds, the retailer bucks the trend for offering free 
delivery, simply because it doesn’t need to. Its clientele can and 
will pay. Unless they click and collect of course. This is free, just as 
long as you can find somewhere to park the Bentley.

Its customers are exacting, though, which has seen Fortnum & 
Mason look at delivery in a slightly different way to many other G2K 
retailers. While it charges for delivery, it also offers an astounding 
array of delivery options for its customers, ranging from the standard 
three to five working days, to next-day and specified-day. It offers 
‘Fresh Picnic Delivery’ within the M25 – on a next- or named-day 
basis – which sees it create and deliver a picnic hamper even to 
non-addresses, such as whichever field you may be picnic-ing in.

With an international reputation, Fortnum & Mason offers 
international delivery in a mere six days – although with customs 
checks this can take longer – on many of its non-proscribed and 

non-perishable items to anywhere in the world. Such overseas 
offers include deliveries to the UK armed forces.

Working closely with DPD, the retailer also offers customers 
exceptional tracking capabilities, allowing for some ‘in-flight’ 
changes to delivery once the items have been dispatched.

CASE STUDIES

Alternative clothing retailer EMP started life 
as a catalogue retailer in Germany more 
than 30 years ago. In the UK, it is a pureplay 
store stocking the UK’s largest collection of 
official TV, movie, gaming, rock and heavy 

metal merchandise, with more than 55,000 products.
But while it may have a penchant for the gothic, it is very much 

new wave when it comes to technology. The retailer has a well-
developed app strategy and has regularly sought to keep the 
already slickly designed offering ahead of the curve in terms of 
what it offers.

Features include simple payments if you are logged in and a 
new iOS order tracking widget to add to the widget screen in 
iOS14, making it one of the first retailer apps to tap into widgets. 

This puts both mobile and delivery – which is free only on orders 
above £69, a relatively high level for apparel retail – at the centre 
of its growth strategy, allowing for the user to readily turn to mobile 
to track deliveries. 

To add to that, its iOS app also lets the user log in with their 
Apple ID (as well as the usual email and social logins), allowing 
the app to tap into Face and/or fingerprint ID to open the app and 
to authenticate payments.

Together, these new features make the app a compelling 
proposition for shoppers. Finding it, however, is less easy. The 
retailer is something of a club, with many of its clients loyal and ‘in 
the know’, making discovery something of a double-edged sword.

Organic and paid search do turn up EMP, although not always 
at the top spot on Google. The brand is a leader in selling merch 
based around movie, game and rock branding, so searches with 
names from those fields can yield better results. 

EMP: GOTHIC FASHION RETAILER  
RIDES MOBILE NEW WAVE

FORTNUM & MASON: SENDING DELIVERIES  
TO A PICNIC NEAR YOU
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Strings Direct bills itself as the UK and 
Europe’s number one specialist supplier of 
strings for everything from acoustic, electric 
and bass guitars to ukuleles and banjos.

It is easily found: in a Google search its 
website comes top in both organic and paid search, while its 
pages on Facebook Trustpilot, YouTube and Instagram complete 
the first page of results.

The family-run retailer, based in Rochford, Essex, stocks 3,826 
different guitar string products alone – that’s over 27 pages with 
36 items on each. Guitar players can narrow down their choice 
via brand and string filters. Navigation is through categories from 
single strings to custom sets, parts and accessories. 

Its customers, who range from beginners to professional 
musicians, can find out what previous customers thought thanks 
to star ratings and reviews on both the category and product 
pages. Strings Direct has a Trustpilot rating of 4.9 over 29,403 
ratings and it can also be accessed via its iOS app.

Founded in 1997 as a shop, the business has been selling 
online for 20 years. Anyone considering making a purchase can, 

from the product page, save items of interest to a wishlist, ask a 
question, email a friend, or share on one of three social media 
channels – Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. It also hosts pages 
on YouTube and Instagram.

An international clientele has the choice of paying in seven 
different currencies – via PayPal and credit cards – with all orders 
sent out by Royal Mail first class as standard. 

Specialist bike shop Fawkes Cycles stands 
out in the 2020 UK Growth 2000 for its 
flexible and convenient online fulfilment. 

The retailer was founded in 2009 by 
husband and wife team Nigel and Mandy 

Bishop, a former UCI women’s world road race champion. Over 
the last decade, it has developed into a specialist online retailer 
with ambitions to sell its range of leading and niche bikes, parts 
and accessories around the world.

Bikes are by nature cumbersome and the retailer is ranked 
in Top25 in the Delivery Dimension of the Growth 2000 for its 
promises around delivery, collection and returns. 

Standard delivery – currently taking between three and seven 
days due to Covid-19 restrictions – is free for those spending 
£20 or more. Its premium delivery service – currently extended 
to two to four days – costs £3.99. Click and collect from its shop, 
in Oldham, Greater Manchester, is also free. 

The retailer promises “hassle free and simple” 90-day returns 
– via a form on its website. Fawkes Cycles makes the effect of 
Covid-19 restrictions clear on its home page – stating that there 
is a 24 hour delay in despatch, while shipping could take one to 
two days longer than under normal circumstances.

The retailer, which has a five star Trustpilot rating, accepts 
PayPal. Its website is easily found, coming number one on a 
Google search for its name on both organic and paid search. 
Navigation is easy, with filters that include a ‘type to filter’ box. 

CASE STUDIES

FAWKES CYCLES: CONVENIENT  
DELIVERY PROMISE
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holisticshop.co.uk engages with its 
customers through a broad range of four 
social media channels and also offers a 
social checkout among its payment options.

The alternative and holistic health retailer is 
most active on Facebook where, at the time of writing, it keeps an 
audience of more than 11,300 followers up to date with the latest 
information about its range, restocked items and the introduction of 
new lines. It has smaller audiences on Twitter, YouTube and Instagram, 
where it shares product images and videos showcasing its products 
and explaining, on YouTube, how to use them. 

holisticshop.co.uk’s use of social extends to its checkout, where 
it uses Google Pay as well as credit cards and PayPal, while its 
Trustpilot reviews give it an excellent rating. It shares reviews and 
star ratings from its product pages.

holisticshop.co.uk was launched by Brett Almond in 2000 
when left his job as manager of a complementary medicine 
practice to follow his dream of starting a website dedicated to 
spiritual growth and a holistic way of life. The retailer now sells 
aromatherapy and beauty products alongside tarot cards and 
incense, importing products from countries that include Nepal, 
Thailand, Japan, Brazil and the US.

Products are sent out same-day for orders received by 3pm, 
with UK delivery free on orders over £40. Goods can be returned 
for up to 60 days.

CASE STUDIES

Beauty subscription company Birchbox 
takes an austere, pared-down approach 
to selling via mobile, eschewing lifestyle 
images and cluttered pages to take 
customers to key information quickly.

Birchbox launched in the US in 2010 with ambitious aims 
of building the beauty company of the future. It went on to 
expand into European markets including the UK where, in 
2017, it delivered 1.5m box to 150,000 subscribers. These 
customers sign up to a monthly box of beauty product samples 
that have been personalised to their needs via a questionnaire. 
In the UK, a box currently costs £10 for five items, with delivery 
£2.95 a month. When subscribers find a product they want to 
try more of, they can opt to buy a bigger version of the item on 
its website and app with a 10% discount. This discount rises to 
15% for VIPs who have been members for at least six months. 

The pureplay business is well connected on mobile, with both 
Android and iOS apps alongside its mobile-friendly website. 
The iOS app is simplified and functional, enabling customers to 
find the information and the products they want to buy through 
a comprehensive navigation and simplified navigation. Its 
mobile website is similarly pared-back in order to stress the 

functionality and to put the products centre-stage. Birchbox’s 
website requires all customers to register to checkout. 

BIRCHBOX: EASY-TO-USE MOBILE

HOLISTICSHOP.CO.UK: SPIRITUAL LIVING
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METHODOLOGY
SECTION 1
OUR RESEARCH COVERED FIVE AREAS:
FOOTPRINT: calculated by measuring retail turnover, the 
ecommerce subset of this turnover, web traffic and the number 
of stores – and only the UK sections of global businesses.

FIND: the extent to which retailers demonstrate visibility and 
expertise in search and navigation, finding the right product, 
and achieving simplicity in the process.

MOBILE: the extent to which retailers demonstrate an 
understanding of mobile user experience, multichannel 
capabilities and whether they have mobile apps.

DELIVERY: measuring speed and cost of delivery, the flexibility 
of fulfilment and returns, and click and collect services.

SOCIAL: measuring whether retailers enable customers to leave 
feedback and reviews, their presence and interaction on social 
networks, and whether they offer third-party login and checkout.

SECTION 2
PERFORMANCE CLUSTERS
We’ve ranked the UK Growth 2000 in statistically similar 
groups. Top retailers have performed to an exceptional level 
across all areas of research and are statistically separate from 
the subsequent clusters. The Top Growth 2000 retailers of 2020 
are listed as the Top50. The retailers, combining both size 
(‘Footprint’) and capability, represent the leading edge of UK 
retail companies outside the Top500, which we published in 
January 2020.

Top150 retailers include the next 100 retailers in the list and 
represent the best-practice level for retailers of their size in 
ecommerce and multichannel retailing, exemplifying RetailCraft 
at its best.

Between the Top150 and Top2000, retailers are grouped 
in a way that expresses their measured performance in a way 
that goes beyond their variation in size, reach and turnover. 
Throughout the year ahead, we will continue our testing and 
measurement of the whole group, with our findings contributing 
to the 2021 ranking.

SECTION 3
WHAT CONSTITUTES A RETAILER?
The Growth 2000 are the largest retailers according to their 
Footprint (defined above) outside the UK Top500.

The modern multichannel landscape is more complex than 
merely ‘having a website’ or ‘operating a store’. In choosing 
which companies to include in the RetailX Growth 2000 
(G2K) we have considered companies’ intent, capabilities and 
activities around the recruitment and monetisation of customers. 
The definition of a ‘retailer’ for inclusion in our research is: 

DESTINATION: the retailer has created a destination that, in the 
minds of customers, is a source of product, service or experience. 
Whether this destination is a shop, a site, a place, a time or an 
event, it’s the sense of ‘locus’ that counts.

FASCIA-FOCUSED: the assessment focuses on individual 
trading names, rather than a parent company that may operate 
more than one brand. Since the group structure is invisible to 
customers, it has no bearing on the position of brands owned by 
a group. The challenge is to turn group capabilities into trading 
advantages that the customer would notice across brands.

PURPOSE: the retailer has created goods and/ or services  
for the specific purpose of selling, for consumption by the 
purchasing consumer.

MERCHANDISING: the retailer actively sells and is not just  
a portal for taking customers’ money. This means the selection, 
promotion and tailoring of retail offers for customers.

ACQUISITION: the retailer actively markets, recruits and attracts 
customers with a promise or proposition to the destination.

SALE: the retailer takes the customer’s money. The retailer owns 
the transaction as the merchant of record.

RECOURSE: the retailer is responsible for the service, fulfilment 
and customer satisfaction owing from the sale.

EXCEPTIONS: in every good list there’s an exception, where 
we may include a certain business due to its influence upon 
retailers and retailers’ customers. Some of these companies 
will be included within the Top500 or the G2K, and others are 
tracked for information on their impact on retailers.

COMPANIES EXCLUDED FROM THE GROWTH 2000
MARKETPLACES: where a candidate retailer is simply a 
marketplace, the company is not featured. Where a marketplace 
undertakes customer acquisition, manages payment, customises 
offers and recommendations and offers recourse on purchases, 
then the company will be eligible for inclusion.

PURE TRANSACTION/TARIFFS: where ecommerce is ancillary 
to the primary purpose of a business, we will not necessarily 
include them. Online payment for gas or electricity is excluded 
since the purpose in both cases is to supply energy. Travel 
companies are not included in the Growth 2000. We have also 
excluded media-streaming services.

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS AND DIRECT-SELLING BRANDS: 
while the scope of retail is normally direct to consumer, 
two trends are challenging this – the move for brands and 
previously solely B2B businesses to sell directly to consumers; 
and the increasingly retail-like behaviour of B2B brands, in terms  
of the acquisition, promotion, personalisation and service.  
We have therefore included direct- selling brands and certain 
B2B businesses. 

DEFINITIONS
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IN CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

By any measure, 2020 has been a challenging year for Growth 
2000 retailers. The challenges continue as retailers continue to 
contend with Covid-19 restrictions in different parts of the United 
Kingdom. At the same time the UK is looking ahead to a very 
different trade relationship with the EU in 2021. These will test even 
the most agile and resilient, who, as Paul Skeldon reports in the 
Context feature, are now operating in a highly competitive and 
highly demanding market. 

In this report we’ve focused in particular on four areas where 
small and medium sized retailers can set themselves apart from the 
competition. A keen focus on Find, Mobile, Social and Delivery 
will ensure that businesses have a solid foundation in place from 
which to expand in the future.

And we’re sure that they will continue to expand. Traders that 
can find opportunities in today’s challenging conditions will be 
well-placed to prosper when lockdowns do come to an end, while 
it’s likely that their new customers – many shopping online for the 
first time – will continue to buy from them. No doubt many of the 
retailers named in this Growth 2000 report will move on up to the 
UK Top500 in years to come, having prospered for the changing 
way that shoppers now want to buy.  We’re confident they will find 
this report useful and we look forward to continuing to report on 
them in the future.

We want to hear from you: do get in touch with the names of 
retailers that we have not tracked this year but should for next year, 
and with suggestions for metrics that we should now consider in 
our assessment. 

Thank you

Thanks to our Knowledge Partners for their contributions to our year-round research, and for helping us to bring our insights and findings 
to professionals working in ecommerce and multichannel retail. 
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